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EDITOR'S PREFACE 

In the Postscript at the end of this work, Freud him
self gives an account of its origin. Stated shortly, it 
was his reaction to an attempt made by the authori
ties in 1926 to prevent a prominent non-medical 
member of the Vienna Psycho-Analytical Society 
from practising psycho-analysis, on the basis of an 
old Austrian law against 'quackery. The attempt in 
fact failed, whether as a result of Freud's interven
tion or, more probably, owing to the influence of a 
highly placed official with whom he had discussed 
the subject. It is this official who was the prototype 
of the 'Impartial Person' in the pamphlet. 

The question at issue, however, was of much 
more than local importance. Freud himself had long 
been of the opinion that a medical degree was not 
an essential need for a practitioner of psycho
analysis and that certain non-medical qualifications 
were essential. This view was and is far from being 
accepted in every part of the world of psycho
analysis. The American Psycho-analytic Associa
tion, for instance, does not admit non-doctors to its 
'active membership', whereas the British Psycho
Analytical Society allows them admission provided 
that they undertake always to work under a doctor's 
supervision. 

The publication of this work of Freud's gave rise 
to a sharpening of the argument among psycho-
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analysts, and the question was ventilated in a long 
series of reasoned statements ( z8 in all) by analysts 
from various countries which were published in 

1927 in the two official psycho-analytic periodicals 
in German and English. The series was brought 
to an end by Freud himseH in the Postscript printed 

below, in which he replied to his critics and restated 
his arguments. 

This whole discussion may seem to be a paro
chial one and of no particular interest to the general 
reader, and, indeed, it is not on its account that 
this work makes such a wide appeal. It happens, 
however, that Freud made use of this occasion for 
giving the very best of his shorter general exposi
tions of psycho-analysis. It is not only clear and 
comprehensive but entertaining, and its dialogue 
form affords plenty of scope for the lively irony of 
Freud's writing. We find in it discussions not only of 

the deep theoretical basis of psycho-analysis, but 
also of its therapeutic action and of its technical 

procedures, as well as of its application in wider 
psychological fields. The work has, too, the advan
tage of giving an account of Freud's views in terms 
belonging to the very latest stage of their develop
ment. The Postscript is equally lively, and in it, 

moreover, Freud gives us some details about the de
velopment of his interests during his boyhood and 
youth which are not to be found elsewhere. 

The text of the present translation is derived from Volume 
XX of The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological 
Works of Sigmund Freud. (London: The Hogarth Press and 
the Institute of Psycho-Analysis.) 



INTRODUCTION 

The title of this small work is not immediately in

telligible. I will therefore explain it. 'Layman' = 

'Non-doctor'; and the question is whether non

doctors as well as doctors are to be allowed to 

practise analysis. This question has its limitations 

both in time and place. In time, because up to now 

no one has been concerned as to who practises anal

ysis. Indeed, people have been much too little con

cerned about it-the one thing they were agreed on 

was a wish that no one should practise it. Various 

reasons were given for this, but they were based on 

the same underlying distaste. Thus the demand 

that only doctors should analyse corresponds to a 

new and apparently more friendly attitude to anal

ysis-if, that is, it can escape the suspicion of being 

after all only a slightly modified derivative of the 

earlier attitude. It is conceded that in some circum
stances an analytic treatment shall be undertaken; 

but, if so, only doctors are to undertake it. The rea

son for this restriction then becomes a matter for 

inquiry. 

The question is limited in place because it does 
not arise in all countries with equal significance. In 

Germany and America it would be no more than an 

academic discussion; for in those countries every 

patient can have himself treated how and by whom 
he chooses, and anyone who chooses can, as a 
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•quack', handle any patients, provided only that he 
undertakes the responsibility for his actions.1 The 
law does not intervene until it is called in to expiate 
some injury done to the patient. But in Austria, in 
which and for which I am writing, there is a pre
ventive law, which forbids non-doctors from under
taking the treatment of patients, without waiting for 
its outcome.2 So here the question whether laymen 
( = non-doctors) may treat patients by psycho
analysis has a practical sense. As soon as it is raised, 
however, it appears to be settled by the wording of 
the law. Neurotics are patients, laymen are non-doc
tors, psycho-analysis is a procedure for curing or im

proving nervous disorders, and all such treatments 
are reserved to doctors. It follows that laymen are 

not permitted to practise analysis on neurotics, and 
are punishable if they nevertheless do so. The posi
tion being so simple, one hardly ventures to take up 
the question of lay analysis. All the same, there are 
some complications, which the law does not trouble 
about, but which nevertheless call for consideration. 
It may perhaps tum out that in this instance the 

patients are not like other patients, that the laymen 

are not really laymen, and that the doctors have 
not exactly the qualities which one has a right to 

expect of doctors and on which their claims should 

be based. If this can be proved, there will be justin
able grounds for demanding that the law shall not 

be applied without modilication to the instance be

fore us. 

1 [This is actually true only of certain of the United 
States. It is also true of Great Britain.] 

2 The same holds good in France. 
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Whether this happens will depend on people who 
are not obliged to be familiar with the peculiarities 

of an analytic treatment. It is our task to give in

formation on the subject to these impartial persons, 

whom we shall assume to be, at the moment, still in 

ignorance. It is to be regretted that we cannot let 

them be present as an audience at a treatment of 

this kind. But the ·analytic situation' allows the 

presence of no third person. Moreover the different 

sessions are of very unequal value. An unauthorized 

listener who hit upon a chance one of them would 

as a rule form no useful impression; he would be in 

danger of not understanding what was passing be

tween the analyst and the patient, or he would be 

bored. For good or ill, therefore, he must be content 

with our information, which we shall try to make as 

trustworthy as possible. 

A patient, then, may be suffering from fluctua
tions in his moods which he cannot control, or from 

a sense of despondency by which his energy feels 

paralysed because he thinks he is incapable of doing 

anything properly, or from a nervous embarrass

ment among strangers. He may perceive, without 

understanding the reason for it, that he has diffi
culties in carrying out his professional work, or in

deed any comparatively important decision or any 

undertaking. He may one day have suffered from a 
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distressing attack-unknown in its origin-of feelings 
of anxiety, and since then have been unable, with
out a struggle, to walk along the street alone, or to 
travel by train; he may perhaps have had to give 
up both entirely. Or, a very remarkable thing, his 
thoughts may go their own way and refuse to be 
directed by his will. They pursue problems that are 
quite indifferent to him, but from which he cannot 
get free. Quite ludicrous tasks, too, are imposed on 
him, such as counting up the windows on the fronts 
of houses. And when he has perfonned simple ac

tions such as posting a letter or turning off a gas-jet, 
he finds himself a moment later doubting whether 
he has really done so. This may be no more than an 
annoyance and a nuisance. But his state becomes 
intolerable if he suddenly finds he is unable to fend 
off the idea that he has pushed a child under the 
wheels of a car or has thrown a stranger off the 
bridge into the water, or if he has to ask himself 
whether he is not the murderer whom the police 
are looking for in connexion with a crime that was 
discovered that day. It is obvious nonsense, as he 
himself knows; he has never done any hann to any
one; but if he were really the murderer who is being 

looked for, his feeling-his sense of guilt-could not 
be stronger. 

Or again our patient-and this time let us make 
her a woman-may suffer in another way and in a 
different field. She is a pianist, but her fingers are 
overcome by cramp and refuse to serve her. Or 
when she thinks of going to a party she promptly 
becomes aware of a call of nature the satisfaction of 
which would be incompatible with a social gather-
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ing. She has therefore given up going to parties, 

dances, theatres, or concerts. She is overcome by 

violent headaches or other painful sensations at 

times when they are most inconvenient. She may 
even be unable to keep down any meal she eats

which can become dangerous in the long run. And, 

finally, it is a lamentable fact that she cannot toler
ate any agitations, which after all are inevitable in 

life. On such occasions she falls in a faint, often 

accompanied by muscular spasms that recall sinister 

pathological states. 

Other patients, again, suffer from disturbances in 

a particular field in which emotional life converges 

with demands of a bodily sort. If they are men, 

they find they are incapable of giving physical ex

pression to their tenderest feelings towards the op

posite sex, while towards less-loved objects they 

may perhaps have every reaction at their command. 

Or their sensual feelings attach them to people 

whom they despise and from whom they would like 
to get free; or those same feelings impose require

ments on them whose fulfilment they themselves 

find repulsive. If they are women, they feel pre

vented by anxiety or disgust or by unknown ob

structions from meeting the demands of sexual life; 
or, if they have surrendered to love, they find them

selves cheated of the enjoyment which nature has 

provided as a reward for such compliance. 

All these people recognize that they are ill and go 

to doctors, by whom people expect nervous disor
ders like these to be removed. The doctors, too, lay 

down the categories into which these complaints 

are divided. They diagnose them, each according to 
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his own standpoint, under different names: neuras
thenia, psychasthenia, phobias, obsessional neuro
sis, hysteria. They examine the organs which pro
duce the symptoms, the heart, the stomach, the 
bowels, the genitals, and find them healthy. They 
recommend interruptions in the patient's accus
tomed mode of life, holidays, strengthening exer
cises, tonics, and by these means bring about 
temporary improvements-or no result at all. Even
tually the patients hear that there are people who 
are concerned quite specially with the treatment 
of such complaints and start an analysis with them. 

During this disquisition on the symptoms of neu
rotics, the Impartial Person, whom I imagine as be

ing present, has been showing signs of impatience. 
At this point, however, he becomes attentive and 
interested. 'So now', he says, 'we shall learn what 
the analyst does with the patient whom the doctor 
has not been able to help.' 

Nothing takes place between them except that 

they talk to each other. The analyst makes use of 
no instruments-not even for examining the patient 
-nor does he prescribe any medicines. If it is at all 
possible, he even leaves the patient in his environ
ment and in his usual mode of life during the treat
ment. This is not a necessary condition of course, 
and may not always be practicable. The analyst 
agrees upon a fixed regular hour with the patient, 
gets him to talk, listens to him, talks to him in his 
turn, and gets him to listen. 

The Impartial Person's features now show signs of 
unmistakable relief and relaxation, but they also 
clearly betray some contempt. It is as though he 
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were thinking: 'Nothing more than that? Words, 
words, words, as Prince Hamlet says.' And no doubt 
he is thinking too of Mephistopheles' mocking 
speech1 on how comfortably one can get along 

with the help of words-lines that no German will 
ever forget. 

'So it is a kind of magic,' he comments: 'you talk, 
and blow away his ailments.' 

Quite bue. It would be magic if it worked rather 
quicker. An essential attribute of a magician is 
speed-one might say suddenness-of success. But 
analytic treatments take months and even years: 
magic that is so slow loses its miraculous character. 
And incidentally do not let us despise the word. 
After all it is a powerful instrument; it is the means 
by which we convey our feelings to one another, 
our method of influencing other people. Words can 
do unspeakable good and cause terrible wounds. 
No doubt 'in the beginning was the deed'2 and the 
word came later; in some circumstances it meant an 
advance in civilization when deeds were softened 
into words. But originally the word was magic-a 
magical act; and it has retained much of its an

cient power. 

The Impartial Person proceeds: 'Let us suppose 
that the patient is no better prepared to understand 

analytic treatment than I am; then how are you 

going to make him believe in the magic of the word 

or of the speech that is to free him from his suffer

ings?' 

1 [In his conversation with the student in Faust, Part I, 
Scene 4-1 

2 [Faust, Part I, Scene 3-1 
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Some preparation must of course be given to him; 
and there is a simple way of doing it. We call on 

him to be completely straightforward with his ana
lyst, to keep nothing back intentionally that comes 
into his head, and then to put aside every reser
vation that might prevent his reporting certain 
thoughts or memories. Everyone is aware that there 
are some things in himself that he would be very 
unwilling to tell other people or that he considers 
it altogether out of the question to tell. These are 
his 'intimacies'. He has a notion too-and this repre
sents a great advance in psychological self-knowl
edge-that there are other things that one would 
not care to admit to oneself: things that one likes 
to conceal from oneself and which for that reason 
one breaks off short and drives out of one's thoughts 
if, in spite of everything, they turn up. Perhaps he 
may himself notice that a very remarkable psycho
logical problem begins to appear in this situation
of a thought of his own being kept secret from his 
own self. It looks as though his own self were no 
longer the unity which he had always considered it 
to be, as though there were something else as well 

in him that could confront that self. He may become 
obscurely aware of a contrast between a self and a 
mental life in the wider sense. If now he accepts 
the demand made by analysis that he shall say 
everything, he will easily become accessible to an 
expectation that to have relations and exchanges of 
thought with someone under such unusual condi
tions might also lead to peculiar results. 

'I understand,' says our Impartial Person. 'You as
sume that every neurotic has something oppressing 
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him, some secret. And by getting him to tell you 

about it you relieve his oppression and do him 
good. That, of course, is the principle of Confession, 

which the Catholic Church has used from time im

memorial in order to make secure its dominance 
over people's minds.' 

We must reply: 'Yes and no!' Confession no doubt 

plays a part in analysis-as an introduction to it, we 

might say. But it is very far from constituting the 

essence of analysis or from explaining its effects. In 

Confession the sinner tells what he knows; in anal
ysis the neurotic has to tell more. Nor have we 

heard that Confession has ever developed enough 
power to get rid of actual pathological symptoms. 

'Then, after all, I do not understand,' comes the 

rejoinder. 'What can you possibly mean by "telling 

more than he knows"? But I can well believe that 

as an analyst you gain a stronger influence over your 

patients than a Father Confessor over his penitents, 

since your contacts with him are so much longer, 

more intensive, and also more individual, and since 

you use this increased influence to divert him from 

his sick thoughts, to talk him out of his fears, and 

so on. It would certainly be strange if it were pos

sible by such means to control purely physical phe

nomena as well, such as vomiting, diarrhoea, con

vulsions; but I know that influence like that is in 

fact quite possible if a person is put into a state of 

hypnosis. By the trouble you take with the patient 

you probably succeed in bringing about a hypnotic 

relation of that sort with him-a suggestive attach

ment to yourself-even though you may not intend 

to; and in that case the miraculous results of your 
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treatment are the effect of hypnotic suggestion. 
But, so far as I lrnow, hypnotic treatment works 
much faster than your analysis, which, as you tell 
me, lasts for months and years.' 

Our Impartial Person cannot be either so ignorant 
or so perplexed as we thought to begin with. There 
are unmistakable signs that he is trying to under
stand psycho-analysis with the help of his previous 
lrnowledge, that he is trying to link it up with some
thing he already lrnows. The difficult task now lies 
ahead of us of making it clear to him that he will 
not succeed in this: that analysis is a procedure 
sui generis, something novel and special, which can 
only be understood with the help of new insights
or hypotheses, if that sounds better. But he is still 
waiting for our answer to his last remarks. 

What you say about the special personal influence 
of the analyst certainly deserves great attention. An 

influence of the kind exists and plays a large part in 
analysis-but not the same part as in hypnotism. It 
ought to be possible to convince you that the situa
tions in the two cases are quite diHerent. It may be 
enough to point out that we do not use this personal 
influence, the factor of 'suggestion', to suppress the 
symptoms of the illness, as happens with hypnotic 
suggestion. Further, it would be a mistake to be
lieve that this factor is the vehicle and promoter of 
the treatment throughout its length. At its begin
ning, no doubt. But later on it opposes our analytic 
intentions and forces us to adopt the most far
reaching counter-measures. And I should like to 
show by an example how far diverting a patient's 
thoughts and talking him out of things are from the 
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technique of analysis. If a patient of ours is suffering 

from a sense of guilt, as though he had committed 
a serious crime, we do not recommend him to dis

regard his qualms of conscience and do not empha
size his undoubted innocence; he himself has often 

tried to do so without success. What we do is to 
remind him that such a strong and persistent feel

ing must after all be based on something real, which 

it may perhaps be possible to discover. 

•It would surprise me', comments the Impartial 

Person, ·u you were able to soothe your patients 

by agreeing with their sense of guilt in that way. 

But what are your analytic intentions? and what do 
you do with your patients?' 



II 

If I am to say anything intelligible to you, I shall no 
doubt have to tell you something of a psychological 
theory which is not known or not appreciated out
side analytic circles. It will be easy to deduce from 
this theory what we want from our patients and 
how we obtain it. I shall expound it to you dog
matically, as though it were a complete theoretical 
structure. But do not suppose that it came into be
ing as such a structure, like a philosophical system. 
We have developed it very slowly, we have wres
tled over every small detail of it, we have unceas
ingly modified it, keeping a continuous contact with 
observation, till it has finally taken a shape in which 

it seems to suffice for our purposes. Only a few 
years ago I should have had to clothe this theory in 
other terms. Nor, of course, can I guarantee to you 
that the form in which it is expressed today will re
main the final one. Science, as you know, is not a 
revelation; long after its beginnings it still lacks the 
attributes of definiteness, immutability, and infalli
bility for which human thought so deeply longs. 
But such as it is, it is all that we can have. If you 
will further bear in mind that our science is very 
young, scarcely as old as the century, and that it is 
concerned with what is perhaps the most difficult 
material that can be the subject of human research, 
you will easily be able to adopt the correct attitude 
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towards my exposition. But interrupt me whenever 

you feel inclined, if you cannot follow me or if you 
want further explanations. 

'I will interrupt you before you have even begun. 

You say that you intend to expound a new psychol
ogy to me; but I should have thought that psychol

ogy was no new science. There have been psy

chologies and psychologists enough; and I heard of 
great achievements in that field while I was at col

lege.' 

I should not dream of disputing them. But if you 

look into the matter more closely you will have to 

class these great achievements as belonging rather 
to the physiology of the sense organs. The theory of 

mental life could not be developed, because it was 

inhibited by a single essential misunderstanding. 

What does it comprise today, as it is taught at col

lege? Apart from those valuable discoveries in the 
physiology of the senses, a number of classifications 

and definitions of our mental processes which, 

thanks to linguistic usage, have become the com

mon property of every educated person. That is 

clearly not enough to give a view of our mental life. 
Have you not noticed that every philosopher, every 

imaginative writer, every historian, and every biog

rapher makes up his own psychology for himself, 

brings forward his own particular hypotheses con
cerning the interconnexions and aims of mental acts 

-all more or less plausible and all equally untrust

worthy? There is an evident lack of any common 

foundation. And it is for that reason too that in the 
field of psychology there is, so to speak, no respect 
and no authority. In that field everyone can 'run 
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wild' as he chooses. If you raise a question in phys
ics or chemistry, anyone who knows he possesses no 

'technical knowledge' will hold his tongue. But if 
you venture upon a psychological assertion you 

must be prepared to meet judgements and contra

dictions from every quarter. In this field, appar

ently, there is no 'technical knowledge'. Everyone 
has a mental life, so everyone regards himself as a 

psychologist. But that strikes me as an inadequate 

legal title. The story is told of how someone who 

applied for a post as a children's nurse was asked if 
she knew how to look after babies. 'Of course,' she 

replied, 'why, after all, I was a baby once myself.' 

'And you claim that you have discovered this 

"common foundation" of mental life, which has 

been overlooked by every psychologist, from obser

vations on sick people?' 
The source of our findings does not seem to me to 

deprive them of their value. Embryology, to take 

an example, would not deserve to be trusted if it 
could not give a plain explanation of the origin of 

innate malformations. I have told you of people 

whose thoughts go their own way, so that they are 
obliged to worry over problems to which they are 

perfectly indifferent. Do you think that academic 

psychology could ever make the smallest contri
bution towards explaining an abnormality such as 
that? And, after all, we all of us have the experience 

at night-time of our thoughts going their own way 

and creating things which we do not understand, 

which puzzle us, and which are suspiciously remi

niscent of pathological products. Our dreams, I 
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mean. The common people have always firmly be

lieved that dreams have a sense and a value-that 

they mean something. Academic psychology has 

never been able to inform us what this meaning is. 

It could make nothing of dreams. If it attempted to 

produce explanations. they were non-psychological 

-such as tracing them to sensory stimuli. or to an 

unequal depth of sleep in different portions of the 

brain, and so on. But it is fair to say that a psychol

ogy which cannot explain dreams is also useless for 

an understanding of normal mental life, that it has 

no claim to be called a science. 

'You are becoming aggressive; so you have evi

dently got on to a sensitive spot. I have heard. it is 

true, that in analysis great value is attached to 

dreams. that they are interpreted. and that memo

ries of real events are looked for behind them. and 

so on. But I have heard as well that the interpreta

tion of dreams is left to the caprice of analysts. and 

that they themselves have never ceased disputing 

over the way of interpreting dreams and the justifi

cation for drawing conclusions from them. If that is 

so, you ought not to underline so heavily the ad

vantage that analysis has won over academic psy

chology.' 

There is really a great deal of truth in what you 

say. It is true that the interpretation of dreams has 

come to have unequalled importance both for the 

theory and the practice of analysis. If I seem to be 

aggressive. that is only a way of defending myself. 

And when I think of all the mischief some analysts 

have done with the interpretation of dreams I 
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might lose heart and echo the pessimistic pro
nouncement of our great satirist Nestroy1 when he 
says that every step forward is only half as big as 
it looks at first. But have you ever found that men 
do anything but confuse and distort what they get 
hold of? By the help of a little foresight and self
discipline most of the dangers of dream-interpre
tation can be avoided with certainty. But you will 
agree that I shall never come to my exposition if we 
let ourselves be led aside like this. 

'Yes. If I understood rightly, you wanted to tell 
me about the fundamental postulate of the new 
psychology.' 

That was not what I wanted to begin with. My 
purpose is to let you hear what pictures we have 
formed of the structure of the mental apparatus in 
the course of our analytic studies. 

'What do you mean by the "mental apparatus"? 

and what, may I ask, is it constructed of?' 

It will soon be clear what the mental apparatus 

is; but I must beg you not to ask what material it 

is constructed of. That is not a subject of psychologi

cal interest. Psychology can be as indifferent to it 

as, for instance, optics can be to the question of 

whether the walls of a telescope are made of metal 
or cardboard. We shall leave entirely on one side 

the 'TIUlterial line of approach,2 but not so the 

spatial one. For we picture the unknown apparatus 

which serves the activities of the mind as being 

1 [Johann Nestroy ( 1801-62), famous in Vienna as a 
writer of comedies and farces.] 

2 [The question of what material the mental apparatus is 
constructed of.] 
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really like an instrument constructed of several 
parts (which we speak of as 'agencies'), each of 

which performs a particular function and which 
have a fixed spatial relation to one another: it being 

understood that by spatial relation-'in front of and 
'behind', 'superficial' and 'deep'-we merely mean 
in the first instance a representation of the regular 

succession of the functions. Have I made myself 
clear? 

'Scarcely. Perhaps I shall understand it later. But, 
in any case, here is a strange anatomy of the soul 
-a thing which, after all, no longer exists at all for 
the scientists.' 

What do you expect? It is a hypothesis like so 
many others in the sciences : the very earliest ones 
have always been rather rough. 'Open to revision' 

we can say in such cases. It seems to me unneces
sary for me to appeal here to the 'as if which has 
become so popular. The value of a 'fiction' of this 
kind ( as the philosopher Vaihinger3 would call it) 
depends on how much one can achieve with its 
help. 

But to proceed. Putting ourselves on the footing 
of everyday knowledge, we recognize in human be

ings a mental organization which is interpolated be
tween their sensory stimuli and the perception of 
their somatic needs on the one hand and their motor 
acts on the other, and which mediates between 

3 [Hans Vaihinger ( 1852-1933 ). His philosophical sys
tem was enunciated in Die Philosophie des Als Ob, 1911. An 
English translation by C. K. Ogden appeared in 1924 under 
the title The Philosophy of 'As if'. The work had a consider
able vogue in German-speaking countries, especially after the 
First World War.] 
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them for a particular purpose. We call this organ
ization their 'Ich' ['ego'; literally, T]. Now there is 
nothing new in this. Each one of us makes this as
sumption without being a philosopher, and some 

people even in spite of being philosophers. But this 
does not, in our opinion, exhaust the description of 
the mental apparatus. Besides this T, we recognize 
another mental region, more extensive, more impos
ing, and more obscure than the T, and this we call 
the 'Es ['id'; literally, 'it']. The relation between the 
two must be our immediate concern. 

You will probably protest at our having chosen 
simple pronouns to describe our two agencies or 
provinces instead. of giving them orotund Greek 
names. In psycho-analysis, however, we like to keep 
in contact with the popular mode of thinking and 
prefer to make its concepts scientifically serviceable 
rather than to reject them. There is no merit in this; 
we are obliged to take this line; for our theories 

must be understood by our patients, who are often 

very intelligent, but not always learned. The im
personal 'it' is immediately connected with certain 
forms of expression used by normal people. 1t shot 
through me,' people say; 'there was something in 
me at that moment that was stronger than me.' 
·c· etait plus" fort que moi.' 

In psychology we can only describe things by 
the help of analogies. There is nothing peculiar in 
this; it is the case elsewhere as well. But we have 

constantly to keep changing these analogies, for 
none of them lasts us long enough. Accordingly, in 
trying to make the relation between the ego and 
the id clear, I must ask you to picture the ego as a 
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kind of fa�de of the id, as a frontage, like an ex

ternal, cortical, layer of it. We can hold on to this 
last analogy. We know that cortical layers owe their 

peculiar characteristics to the modifying influence 

of the external medium on which they abut. Thus 

we suppose that the ego is the layer of the mental 

apparatus (of the id) which has been modified by 

the influence of the external world (of reality). This 

will show you how in psycho-analysis we take spa

tial ways of looking at things seriously. For us the 

ego is really something superficial and the id some

thing deeper-looked at from outside, of course. The 

ego lies between reality and the id, which is what 

is truly mental. 

'I will not ask any questions yet as to how all this 

can be known. But tell me first what you gain from 

this distinction between an ego and an id? What 

leads you to make it?' 

Your question shows me the right way to pro

ceed. For the important and valuable thing is to 

know that the ego and the id differ greatly from 

each other in several respects. The rules governing 

the course of mental acts are diHerent in the ego 

and id; the ego pursues different purposes and by 

other methods. A great deal could be said about 

this; but perhaps you will be content with a fresh 

analogy and an example. Think of the difference 

between 'the front' and 'behind the lines', as things 
were during the war. We were not surprised then 

that some things were different at the front from 

what they were behind the lines, and that many 
things were permitted behind the lines which had 
to be forbidden at the front. The determining in-
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fluence was, of course, the proximity of the enemy; 

in the case of mental life it is the proximity of the 

external world. There was a time when 'outside', 

•strange', and 'hostile' were identical concepts. And 

now we come to the example. In the id there are 

no conflicts; contradictions and antitheses persist 

side by side in it unconcernedly, and are often ad

justed by the formation of compromises. In similar 

circumstances the ego feels a conflict which must 

be decided; and the decision lies in one urge being 

abandoned in favour of the other. The ego is an 

organization characterized by a very remarkable 

trend towards unification, towards synthesis. This 

characteristic is lacking in the id; it is, as we might 

say, 'all to pieces'; its different urges pursue their 

own purposes independently and regardless of one 

another. 

'And if such an important mental region "behind 
the lines" exists, how can you explain its having 

been overlooked till the time of analysis?' 

That brings us back to one of your earlier ques

tions [p. 14]. Psychology had barred its own ac

cess to the region of the id by insisting on a postu

late which is plausible enough but untenable: 

namely, that all mental acts are conscious4 to us
that being conscious is the criterion of what is men
tal, and that, if there are processes in our brain 
which are not conscious, they do not deserve to be 

4 [It should be remarked that the German word for 'con
scious' -bewusst-has a passive form and is regularly used by 
Freud in a passive sense. Thus he would not as a rule speak 
of a person being conscious of a sensation but of a sensation 
being conscious to a person.] 
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called mental acts and are no concern of psychol
ogy. 

'But I should have thought that was obvious.' 

Yes, and that is what psychologists think. Never
theless it can easily be shown to be false-that is, 

to be a quite inexpedient distinction. The idlest sell
observation shows that ideas may occur to us which 
cannot have come about without preparation. But 
you experience nothing of these preliminaries of 
your thought, though they too must certainly have 
been of a mental nature; all that enters your con
sciousness is the ready-made result. Occasionally 
you can make these preparatory thought-structures 
conscious in retrospect, as though in a reconstruc
tion. 

'Probably one's attention was distracted, so that 
one failed to notice the preparations.' 

Evasions! You cannot in that way get around the 
fact that acts of a mental nature, and often very 
complicated ones, can take place in you, of which 
your consciousness learns nothing and of which you 
know nothing. Or are you prepared to suppose that 
a greater or smaller amount of your 'attention' is 

enough to transform a non-mental act into a mental 
one? But what is the use of disputing? There are 
hypnotic experiments in which the existence of 
such non-conscious thoughts are irrefutably demon

strated to anyone who cares to learn. 
'I shall not retract; but I believe I understand you 

at last. \Vhat you call "ego" is consciousness; and 
your "id" is the so-called subconscious that people 
talk about so much nowadays. But why the mas
querading with the new names?' 
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It is not masquerading. The other names are of 

no use. And do not try to give me literature instead 
of science. If someone talks of subconsciousness, I 
cannot tell whether he means the term topographi
cally-to indicate something lying in the mind be

neath consciousness-or qualitatively-to indicate 
another consciousness, a subterranean one, as it 
were. He is probably not clear about any of it. The 
only trustworthy antithesis is between conscious and 
unconscious. But it would be a serious mistake to 
think that this antithesis coincides with the distinc
tion between ego and id. Of course it would be de
lightful if it were as simple as that: our theory 

would have a smooth passage. But things are not 
so simple. All that is true is that everything that 
happens in the id is and remains unconscious, and 
that processes in the ego, and they alone, can be

come conscious. But not all of them are, nor always, 
nor necessarily; and large portions of the ego can 
remain permanently unconscious. 

The becoming conscious of a mental process is a 

complicated affair. I cannot resist telling you-once 
again, dogmatically-our hypotheses about it. The 
ego, as you will remember, is the external, periph

eral layer of the id. Now, we believe that on the 
outermost surface of this ego there is a special 
agency directed immediately to the external world, 
a system, an organ, through the excitation of which 
alone the phenomenon that we call consciousness 
comes about. This organ can be equally well ex
cited from outside-thus receiving (with the help of 
the sense-organs) the stimuli from the external 
world-and from inside-thus becoming aware, first, 
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of the sensations in the id, and then also of the proc

esses in the ego. 

'This is getting worse and worse and I can under

stand it less and less. After all, what you invited 

me to was a discussion of the question whether lay

men ( = non-doctors) ought to undertake analytic 

treatments. What is the point, then, of all these dis

quisitions on daring and obscure theories which you 

cannot convince me are justified?' 

I know I cannot convince you. That is beyond any 

possibility and for that reason beyond my purpose. 

When we give our pupils theoretical instruction 

in psycho-analysis, we can see how little impres

sion we are making on them to begin with. They 

take in the theories of analysis as coolly as other ab

stractions with which they are nourished. A few of 

them may perhaps wish to be convinced, but there 

is not a trace of their being so. But we also require 

that everyone who wants to practise analysis on 

other people shall first himself submit to an analysis. 

It is only in the course of this 'self-analysis' (as it is 

misleadingly termed), 5 when they actually experi

ence as affecting their own person-or rather, their 

own mind-the processes asserted by analysis, that 

they acquire the convictions by which they are later 

guided as analysts. How then could I expect to con
vince you, the Impartial Person, of the correctness 
of our theories, when I can only put before you an 

abbreviated and therefore unintelligible account of 

them, without confirming them from your own ex
periences? 

5 [This is now usually described as a 'training analysis'.] 
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I am acting with a different purpose. The ques

tion at issue between us is not in the least whether 
analysis is sensible or nonsensical, whether it is right 

in its hypotheses or has fallen into gross errors. I am 
unrolling our theories before you since that is the 
best way of making clear to you what the range of 
ideas is that analysis embraces, on the basis of what 
hypotheses it approaches a patient and what it does 
with him. In this way a quite definite light will be 
thrown on the question of lay analysis. And do not 
be alarmed. If you have followed me so far you 
have got over the worst. Everything that follows 
will be easier for you. But now, with your leave, I 
will pause to take breath. 



III 

'I expect you will want to tell me how, on the basis 
of the theories of psycho-analysis, the origin of a 
neurotic illness can be pictured.' 

I will try to. But for that purpose we must study 
our ego and orn id from a fresh angle, from the 
dynamic one-that is to say, having regard to the 
forces at work in them and between them. Hitherto 
we have been content with a description of the 
mental apparatus. 

'My only fear is that it may become unintelligible 
again!' 

I hope not. You will soon find yorn way about in 
it. Well then, we assume that the forces which drive 
the mental apparatus into activity are produced in 
the bodily organs as an expression of the major so
matic needs. You will recollect the words of our poet 
philosopher: 'Hunger and love [are what moves the 
world].'1 Incidentally, quite a formidable pair of 
forces! We give these bodily needs, in so far as they 
represent an instigation to mental activity, the name 

of 'Triebe' [instincts], a word for which we are en

vied by many modern languages.2 Well, these in

stincts fill the id: all the energy in the id, as we may 

put it briefly, originates from them. Nor have the 

1 [Schiller, 'Die Weltweisen'.] 
2 [Various translations have been adopted for the word 

Trieb, the most literal being 'drive'.] 
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forces in the ego any other origin; they are derived 
from those in the id. What, then, do these instincts 
want? Satisfaction-that is, the establishment of sit
uations in which the bodily needs can be extin
guished. A lowering of the tension of need is felt by 
our organ of consciousness as pleasurable; an in
crease of it is soon felt as unpleasure. From these 
oscillations arises the series of feelings of pleasure
unpleasure, in accordance with which the whole 
mental apparatus regulates its activity. In this con
nexion we speak of a 'dominance of the pleasure 
principle'. 

If the id's instinctual demands meet with no sat
isfaction, intolerable conditions arise. Experience 
soon shows that these situations of satisfaction can 
only be established with the help of the external 
world. At that point the portion of the id which is 
directed towards the external world-the ego-be
gins to function. If all the driving force that sets the 
vehicle in motion is derived from the id, the ego, as 
it were, undertakes the steering, without which no 
goal can be reached. The instincts in the id press 
for immediate satisfaction at all costs, and in that 
way they achieve nothing or even bring about ap
preciable damage. It is the task of the ego to guard 
against such mishaps, to mediate between the 
claims of the id and the objections of the external 
world. It carries on its activity in two directions. On 
the one hand, it observes the external world with 
the help of its sense-organ, the system of conscious
ness, so as to catch the favourable moment for harm
less satisfaction; and on the other hand it influences 
the id, bridles its 'passions', induces its instincts to 
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postpone their satisfaction and, indeed, if the neces

sity is recognized, to modify its aims, or, in return 

for some compensation, to give them up. In so far 

as it tames the id's impulses in this way, it replaces 

the pleasure principle, which was formerly alone 

decisive, by what is lmown as the ·reality principle', 

which, though it pursues the same ultimate aims, 

takes into account the conditions imposed by the 

real external world. Later, the ego learns that there 

is yet another way of securing satisfaction besides 

the adaptation to the external world which I have 

described. It is also possible to intervene in the ex

ternal world by changing it, and to establish in it 

intentionally the conditions which make satisfaction 

possible. This activity then becomes the ego's high

est function; decisions as to when it is more expe

dient to control one's passions and bow before re

ality, and when it is more expedient to side with 

them and to take arms against the external world

such decisions make up the whole essence of 

worldly wisdom. 

·And does the id put up with being dominated 

like this by the ego, in spite of being, if I under

stand you aright, the stronger party?' 

Yes, all will be well if the ego is in possession of 

its whole organization and efficiency, if it has ac

cess to all parts of the id and can exercise its in

fluence on them. For there is no natural opposition 

between ego and id; they belong together, and un

der healthy conditions cannot in practice be distin

guished from each other. 

•That sounds very pretty; but I cannot see how in 
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such an ideal relation there can be the smallest 

room for a pathological disturbance: 

You are right. So long as the ego and its relations 

to the id fulfil these ideal conditions, there will be 

no neurotic disturbance. The point at which the ill

ness makes its breach is an unexpected one, though 

no one acquainted with general pathology will be 
surprised to find a confirmation of the principle that 

it is precisely the most important developments and 

differentiations that carry in them the seeds of ill

ness, of failure of function. 
'You are becoming too learned. I cannot follow 

• you. 

I must go back a little bit further. A small living 
organism is a truly miserable, powerless thing, is it 

not? compared with the immensely powerful exter
nal world, full as it is of desbuctive influences. A 
primitive organism, which has not developed any 

adequate ego-organization, is at the mercy of all 

these 'traumas'. It lives by the 'blind' satisfaction of 
its instinctual wishes and often perishes in conse
quence. The differentiation of an ego is above all a 

step towards self-preservation. Nothing, it is bue, 

can be learnt from being destroyed; but if one has 

luckily survived a trauma one takes notice of the 

approach of similar situations and signalizes the 
danger by an abbreviated repetition of the impres
sions one has experienced in connexion with the 

trauma-by an affect of anxiety. This reaction to the 

perception of the danger now introduces an attempt 

at flight, which can have a life-saving effect till one 

has grown strong enough to meet the dangers of 
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the external world in a more active fashion-even 
aggressively, perhaps. 

'All this is very far away from what you prom
ised to tell me.' 

You have no notion how close I am to ful£lling 
my promise. Even in organisms which later develop 
an efficient ego-organization, their ego is feeble and 
little differentiated from their id to begin with, dur
ing their first years of childhood. Imagine now what 
will happen if this powerless ego experiences an in
stinctual demand from the id which it would al
ready like to resist (because it senses that to satisfy 
it is dangerous and would conjure up a traumatic 
situation, a collision with the external world) but 
which it cannot control, because it does not yet 
possess enough strength to do so. In such a case the 
ego treats the instinctual danger as if it was an ex

ternal one; it makes an attempt at Hight, draws back 
from this portion of the id, and leaves it to its fate, 
after withholding from it all the contributions which 
it usually makes to instinctual impulses. The ego, as 
we put it, institutes a repression of these instinc
tual impulses. For the moment this has the effect 
of fending off the danger; but one cannot confuse 
the inside and the outside with impunity. One can

not run away from oneself. In repression the ego is 
following the pleasure principle, which it is usually 
in the habit of correcting; and it is bound to suffer 
damage in revenge. This lies in the ego's having 
permanently narrowed its sphere of influence. The 
repressed instinctual impulse is now isolated, left 
to itself, inaccessible, but also uninfluenceable. It 
goes its own way. Even later, as a rule, when the 
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ego has grown stronger, it still cannot lift the repres
sion; its synthesis is impaired, a part of the id re
mains forbidden ground to the ego. Nor does the 
isolated instinctual impulse remain idle; it under
stands how to make up for being denied nonnal 
satisfaction; it produces psychical derivatives which 
take its place; it links itself to other processes which 
by its influence it likewise tears away from the ego; 
and finally it breaks through into the ego and into 
consciousness in the fonn of an unrecognizably dis
torted substitute, and creates what we call a symp
tom. All at once the nature of a neurotic disorder 
becomes clear to us : on the one hand an ego which 
is inhibited in its synthesis, which has no influence 
on parts of the id, which must renounce some of its 
activities in order to avoid a fresh collision with 

what has been repressed, and which exhausts itself 
in what are for the most part vain acts of defence 
against the symptoms, the derivatives of the re

pressed impulses; and on the other hand an id in 
which individual instincts have made themselves 
independent, pursue their aims regardless of the 
interests of the person as a whole, and henceforth 
obey the laws only of the primitive psychology that 
rules in the depths of the id. If we survey the whole 
situation we arrive at a simple fonnula for the origin 
of a neurosis: the ego has made an attempt to sup
press certain portions of the id in an inappropriate 
manner, this attempt has failed, and the id has 
taken its revenge. A neurosis is thus the result of a 
conflict between the ego and the id, upon which 
the ego has embarked because, as careful investi
gation shows, it wishes at all costs to retain its adapt-
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ability in relation to the real external world. The 
disagreement is between the external world and 
the id; and it is because the ego, loyal to its inmost 
nature, takes sides with the external world that it 
becomes involved in a conflict with its id. But please 
observe that what creates the determinant for the 
illness is not the fact of this conflict-for dis agree
ments of this kind between reality and the id are un
avoidable and it is one of the ego's standing tasks 
to mediate in them-but the circumstance that the 
ego has made use of the inefficient instrument of 

repression for dealing with the conflict. But this in 
turn is due to the fact that the ego, at the time at 
which it was set the task, was undeveloped and 
powerless. The decisive repressions all take place in 
early childhood. 

'What a remarkable business! I shall follow your 
advice and not make criticisms, since you only want 
to show me what psycho-analysis believes about the 
origin of neurosis so that you can go on to say how 
it sets about combating it. I should have various 
questions to ask and later on I shall raise some of 
them. But at the moment I myself feel tempted for 
once to carry your train of thought further and to 
venture upon a theory of my own. You have ex
pounded the relation between external world, ego, 
and id, and you have laid it down as the deter
minant of a neurosis that the ego in its dependence 
on the external world struggles against the id. Is 
not the opposite case conceivable of the ego in a 
conflict of this kind allowing itself to be dragged 
away by the id and disavowing its regard for the 
external world? What happens in a case like that? 
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From my lay notions of the nature of insanity I 

should say that such a decision on the part of the 
ego might be the determinant of insanity. After all, 
a turning away of that kind from reality seems to 

be the essence of insanity: 
Yes. I myself have thought of that possibility, and 

indeed I believe it meets the facts-though to prove 
the suspicion true would call for a discussion of 
some highly complicated considerations. Neuroses 
and psychoses are evidently intimately related, but 
they must nevertheless differ in some decisive re
spect. That might well be the side taken by the ego 

in a conflict of this kind. In both cases the id would 
retain its characteristic of blind inflexibility. 

'Well, go onl What hints on the treatment of 
neurotic illnesses does your theory give?' 

It is easy now to describe our therapeutic aim. 
We try to restore the ego, to free it &om its re

strictions, and to give it back the command over the 
id which it has lost owing to its early repressions. 
It is for this one purpose that we carry out analysis, 
our whole technique is directed to this aim. We 
have to seek out the repressions which have been 
set up and to urge the ego to correct them with our 
help and to deal with conflicts better than by an 
attempt at Hight. Since these repressions belong to 
the very early years of childhood, the work of 
analysis leads us, too, back to that period. Our path 
to these situations of conflict, which have for the 
most part been forgotten and which we try to re
vive in the patient's memory, is pointed out to us by 
his symptoms, dreams, and free associations. These 
must, however, first be interpreted-translated-
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for, under the influence of the psychology of the 
id, they have assumed forms of expression that are 
strange to our comprehension. We may assume that 
whatever associations, thoughts, and memories the 
patient is unable to communicate to us without in
ternal struggles are in some way connected with the 
repressed material or are its derivatives. By en
couraging the patient to disregard his resistances to 
telling us these things, we are educating his ego to 
overcome its inclination towards attempts at Hight 
and to tolerate an approach to what is repressed. In 
the end, if the situation of the repression can be 
successfully reproduced in his memory, his compli
ance will be brilliantly rewarded. The whole dif
ference between his age then and now works in his 
favour; and the thing from which his childish ego 
fled in terror will often seem to his adult and 
strengthened ego no more than child's play. 



N 

·Everything you have told me so far has been psy
chology. It has often sounded strange, difficult, or 
obscure; but it has always been-if I may put it so
"pure". I have known very little hitherto, no doubt, 
about your psycho-analysis; but the rumour has nev
ertheless reached my ears that you are principally 
occupied with things that have no claim to that 
predicate. The fact that you have not yet touched 
on anything of the kind makes me feel that you 
are deliberately keeping something back. And there 
is another doubt that I cannot suppress. After all, 
as you yourself say, neuroses are disturbances of 
mental life. Is it possible, then, that such important 
jllngs as our ethics, our conscience, our ideals, play 
no part at all in these profound disturbances?' 

So you feel that a consideration both of what is 

lowest and of what is highest has been missing from 
our discussions up till now? The reason for that is 
that we have not yet considered the contents of 
mental life at all. But allow me now for once myself 
to play the part of an interrupter who holds up the 
progress of the conversation. I have talked so much 
psychology to you because I wanted you to get the 
impression that the work of analysis is a part of ap
plied psychology-and, moreover, of a psychology 
that is unknown outside analysis. An analyst must 
therefore first and foremost have learnt this psy-
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chology, this depth-psychology or psychology of the 

unconscious, or as much of it at least as is known 

today. We shall need this as a basis for our later 

conclusions. But now, what was it you meant by 

your allusion to 'purity'? 

'Well, it is generally reported that in analyses the 

most intimate-and the nastiest-events in sexual 

life come up for discussion in every detail. If that is 

so-l have not been able to gather from your psy

chological discussions that it is necessarily so-it 

would be a strong argument in favour of restricting 

these treatments to doctors. How could one dream 

of allowing such dangerous liberties to people of 

whose discretion one was not sure and of whose 

character one had no guarantee?' 

It is true that doctors enjoy certain privileges in 

the sphere of sex : they are even allowed to inspect 

people's genitals-though they were not allowed to 

in the East and though some idealistic reformers 

( you know whom I have in mind) 1 have disputed 

this privilege. But you want to know in the first 

place whether it is so in analysis and why it must be 

so. Yes, it is so. 

And it must be so, firstly because analysis is en

tirely founded on complete can dour. Financial cir

cumstances, for instance, are discussed with equal 

detail and openness : things are said that are kept 
back from every fellow-citizen, even if he is not a 

competitor or a tax-collector. I will not dispute

indeed, I will myself insist with energy-that this 

obligation to candour puts a grave moral responsi-

1 [No doubt Tolstoy and his followers.] 
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bility on the analyst as well. And it must be so, 
secondly, because factors from sexual life play an 
extremely important, a dominating, perhaps even a 
specific, part among the causes and precipitating 
factors of neurotic illnesses. What else can analysis 
do but keep close to its subject-matter, to the ma
terial brought up by the patient? The analyst never 
entices his patient on to the ground of sex. He does 
not say to him in advance : 'We shall be dealing 
with the intimacies of your sexual life!' He allows 
him to begin what he has to say wherever he 
pleases, and quietly waits until the patient himself 
touches on sexual things. I used always to warn my 
pupils : 'Our opponents have told us that we shall 
come upon cases in which the factor of sex plays 
no part. Let us be careful not to introduce it into 
our analyses and so spoil our chance of finding such 
a case.' But so far none of us has had that good 
fortune. 

I am aware, of course, that our recognition of 
sexuality has become-whether admittedly or not
the strongest motive for other people's hostility to 
analysis. Can that shake our confidence? It merely 
shows us how neurotic our whole civilized life is, 
since ostensibly normal people do not behave very 
differently from neurotics. At a time when psycho
analysis was solemnly put on its trial before the 
learned societies of Germany-today things have 
grown altogether quieter-one of the speakers 
claimed to possess peculiar authority because, so he 
said, he even allowed his patients to talk : for diag
nostic purposes, clearly, and to test the assertions 
of analysts. 'But', he added, 'if they begin to talk 
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about sexual matters I shut their mouths.' What do 

you think of that as a method of demonstration? 

The learned society applauded the speaker to the 

echo instead of feeling suitably ashamed on his ac

count. Only the triumphant certainty afforded by 

the consciousness of prejudices held in common can 

explain this speaker's want of logical thought. Years 

later a few of those who had at that time been my 

followers gave in to the need to free human society 

from the yoke of sexuality which psycho-analysis 

was seeking to impose on it. One of them explained 

that what is sexual does not mean sexuality at all, 

but something else, something abstract and mysti

cal. And another actually declared that sexual life is 

merely one of the spheres in which human beings 

seek to put in action their driving need for power 

and domination. They have met with much ap

plause, for the moment at least. 

'I shall venture, for once in a way, to take sides on 

that point. It strikes me as extremely bold to assert 

that sexuality is not a natural, primitive need of 

living organisms, but an expression of something 
else. One need only take the example of animals.' 

That makes no difference. There is no mixture, 

however absurd, that society will not willingly swal

low down if it is advertised as an antidote to the 

dreaded predominance of sexuality. 

I confess, moreover, that the dislike that you 

yourself have betrayed of assigning to the factor of 

sexuality so great a part in the causation of neuro

sis-! confess that this scarcely seems to me con

sistent with your task as an Impartial Person. Are 
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you not afraid that this antipathy may interfere 
with your passing judgement? 

'I'm sorry to hear you say that. Your reliance on 
me seems to be shaken. But in that case why not 
have chosen someone else as your Impartial Per
son?' 

Because that someone else would not have 
thought any differently from you. But if he had 
been prepared from the first to recognize the im
portance of sexual life, everyone would have ex
claimed : Why, that is no Impartial Person, he is one 
of your supporters!' No, I am far from abandoning 
the expectation of being able to influence your 
opinions. I must admit, however, that from my point 
of view this situation is different from the one we 
dealt with earlier. As regards our psychological dis
cussions it is a matter of indifference to me whether 
you believe me or not, provided only that you get 
an impression that what we are concerned with are 
purely psychological problems. But here, as regards 
the question of sexuality, I should nevertheless be 
glad if you were accessible to the realization that 
your strongest motive for contradiction is precisely 
the ingrained hostility which you share with so 
many other people. 

'But after all I am without the experience that 
has given you your unshakeable certainty.' 

Very well. I can now proceed with my exposition. 
Sexual life is not simply something spicy; it is also 
a serious scientific problem. There was much that 
was novel to be learnt about it, many strange things 
to be explained. I told you just now that analysis 
has to go back into the early years of the patient's 
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childhood, because the decisive repressions have 
taken place then, while his ego was feeble. But 
surely in childhood there is no sexual life? surely it 
only starts at puberty? On the contrary. We have to 

learn that sexual instinctual impulses accompany 
life from birth onwards, and that it is precisely in 

order to fend off those instincts that the infantile 

ego institutes repressions. A remarkable coinci

dence, is it not? that small children should already 

be struggling against the power of sexuality, just as 

the speaker in the learned society was to do later, 

and later still my followers who have set up their 

own theories. How does that come about? The 

most general explanation would be that our civili

zation is built up entirely at the expense of sexual
ity; but there is much more to be said on the sub

ject. 

The discovery of infantile sexuality is one of those 

of which we have reason to feel ashamed [because 

of its obviousness] .  A few paediatricians have, it 
seems, always known about it, and a few children's 

nurses. Clever men, who call themselves child psy

chologists, have thereupon spoken in tones of re

proach of a 'desecration of the innocence of child

hood'. Once again, sentiment instead of argument! 
Events of that kind are of daily occurrence in po
litical bodies. A member of the Opposition rises and 

denounces some piece of maladministration in the 

Civil Service, in the Army, in the Judiciary, and so 
on. Upon this another member, preferably one of 
the Government, declares that such statements are 
an affront to the sense of honour of the body politic, 
of the army, of the dynasty, or even of the nation. 
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So they are as good as untrue. Feelings such as 
these can tolerate no affronts. 

The sexual life of children is of course different 
from that of adults. The sexual function, from its 
beginnings to the definitive form in which it is so 
familiar to us, undergoes a complicated process of 
development. It grows together from numerous 
component instincts with different aims and passes 
through several phases of organization till at last it 
comes into the service of reproduction. Not all the 

component instincts are equally serviceable for the 
final outcome; they must be diverted, remodelled, 
and in part suppressed. Such a far-reaching course 
of development is not always passed through with
out a Haw; inhibitions in development take place, 
partial fixations at early stages of development. If 

obstacles arise later on to the exercise of the sexual 
function, the sexual urge-the libido, as we call it
is apt to hark back to these earlier points of fixation. 
The study of the sexuality of children and its trans
formations up to maturity has also given us the key 
to an understanding of what are known as the sex
ual perversions, which people used always to de
scribe with all the requisite indications of disgust 
but whose origin they were never able to explain. 
The whole topic is of uncommon interest, but for 
the purposes of our conversation there is not much 
sense in telling you more about it. To find one's 
way about in it one of course needs anatomical and 
physiological knowledge, all of which is unfortu
nately not to be acquired in medical schools. But a 
familiarity with the history of civilization and with 
mythology is equally indispensable. 
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'After all that, I still cannot form any picture of 

the sexual life of children.' 

Then I will pursue the subject further; in any 

case it is not easy for me to get away from it. I will 

tell you, then, that the most remarkable thing about 

the sexual life of children seems to me that it passes 

through the whole of its very far-reaching develop

ment in the first five years of life. From then on

wards until puberty there stretches what is lmown 

as the period of latency. During it sexuality nor

mally advances no further; on the contrary, the sex

ual urges diminish in strength and many things are 

given up and forgotten which the child did and 

knew. During that period of life, after the early ef

florescence of sexuality has withered, such attitudes 

of the ego as shame, disgust, and morality arise, 

which are destined to stand up against the later 
tempest of puberty and to lay down the path of the 

freshly awakening sexual desires. 'Ibis 'diphasic on

set? as it is named, of sexual life has a great deal 

to do with the genesis of neurotic illnesses. It seems 
to occur only in human beings, and it is perhaps one 

of the determinants of the human privilege of be

coming neurotic. The prehistory of sexual life was 
just as much overlooked before psycho-analysis as, 
in another deparbnent, the background to con
scious mental life. You will rightly suspect that the 
two are intimately connected. 

There is much to be told, for which our expecta
tions have not prepared us, about the contents, 
manifestations, and achievements of this early pe-

2 [Onset in two waves.] 
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riod of sexuality. For instance, you will no doubt be 
surprised to hear how often little boys are afraid of 
being eaten up by their father. ( And you may also 
be surprised at my including this fear among the 
phenomena of sexual life. ) But I may remind you 
of the mythological tale which you may still recall 
from your schooldays of how the god Kronos swal
lowed his children. How strange this must have 
sounded to you when you first heard it! But I sup
pose none of us thought about it at the time. Today 
we can also call to mind a number of fairy tales in 
which some ravenous animal like a wolf appears, 
and we shall recognize it as a disguise of the father. 
And this is an opportunity of assuring you that it 
was only through the Jmowledge of infantile sex
uality that it became possible to understand my
thology and the world of fairy tales. Here then 
something has been gained as a by-product of ana
lytic studies. 

You will be no less surprised to hear that male 
children suHer from a fear of being robbed of their 
sexual organ by their father, so that this fear of be
ing castrated has a most powerful influence on the 
development of their character and in deciding 
the direction to be followed by their sexuality. And 
here again mythology may give you the courage to 
believe psycho-analysis. The same Kronos who 
swallowed his children also emasculated his father 
Uranus, and was afterwards himself emasculated in 
revenge by his son Zeus, who had been rescued 
through his mother's cunning. If you have felt in
clined to suppose that all that psycho-analysis 
reports about the early sexuality of children is de-
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rived from the disordered imagination of the ana
lysts, you must at least admit that their imagination 
has created the same product as the imaginative 
activities of primitive man, of which myths and 
fairy tales are the precipitate. The alternative 
friendlier, and probably also the more pertinent, 
view would be that in the mental life of children 

today we can still detect the same archaic factors 
which were once dominant generally in the prime

val days of human civilization. In his mental de
velopment the child would be repeating the history 
of his race in an abbreviated form, just as embryol
ogy long since recognized was the case with somatic 
development. 

Another characteristic of early infantile sexuality 
is that the female sexual organ proper as yet plays 
no part in it : the child has not yet discovered it. 

Stress falls entirely on the male organ, all the child's 

interest is directed towards the question of whether 
it is present or not. We know less about the sexual 
life of little girls than of boys. But we need not feel 
ashamed of this distinction; after all, the sexual life 
of adult women is a 'dark continent' for psychology. 
But we have learnt that girls feel deeply their lack 
of a sexual organ that is equal in value to the male 
one; they regard themselves on that account as in
ferior, and this 'envy for the penis' is the origin of a 
whole number of characteristic feminine reactions. 

It is also characteristic of children that their two 

excretory needs are cathected [charged] with sex
ual interest. Later on, education draws a sharp dis
tinction here, which is once more obliterated in the 
practice of joking. It may seem to us an unsavoury 
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fact, but it takes quite a long time for children to 
develop feelings of disgust. This is not disputed 
even by people who insist otherwise on the seraphic 
purity of the child's mind. 

Nothing, however, deserves more notice than the 
fact that children regularly direct their sexual 
wishes towards their nearest relatives-in the first 
place, therefore, towards their father and mother, 
and afterwards towards their brothers and sisters. 
The first object of a boy's love is his mother, and of 
a girl's her father ( except in so far as an innate bi
sexual disposition favours the simultaneous pres
ence of the contrary attitude ) .  The other parent 

is felt as a disturbing rival and not infrequently 
viewed with strong hostility. You must understand 
me aright. What I mean to say is not that the child 
wants to be treated by its favourite parent merely 
with the kind of affection which we adults like to 
regard as the essence of the parent-child relation. 
No, analysis leaves us in no doubt that the child's 
wishes extend beyond such affection to all that we 

understand by sensual satisfaction-so far, that is, 
as the child's powers of imagination allow. It is easy 
to see that the child never guesses the actual facts 
of sexual intercourse; he replaces them by other no
tions derived from his own experience and feelings. 
As a rule his wishes culminate in the intention to 
bear, or in some indefinable way to procreate, a 
baby. Boys, too, in their ignorance, do not exclude 
themselves from the wish to bear a baby. We give 
the whole of this mental structure the name of 
·oedipus complex', after the familiar Greek legend. 
With the end of the early sexual period it should 
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normally be given up, should radically disintegrate 
and become transformed; and the products of this 
transformation are destined for important functions 
in later mental life. But as a rule this is not effected 
radically enough, in which case puberty brings 
about a revival of the complex, which may have 
serious consequences. 

I am surprised that you are still silent. That can 
scarcely mean consent. In asserting that a child's 
first choice of an object is,  to use the technical term, 
an incestuous one, analysis no doubt once more hurt 
the most sacred feelings of humanity, and might 
well be prepared for a corresponding amount of 
disbelief, contradiction, and attack. And these it 
has received in abundance. Nothing has damaged 
it more in the good opinion of its contemporaries 
than its hypothesis of the Oedipus complex as a 
structure universally bound to human destiny. The 
Greek myth, incidentally, must have had the same 
meaning; but the majority of men today, learned 
and unlearned alike, prefer to believe that Nature 

has laid down an innate abhorrence in us as a guard 
against the possibility of incest. 

But let us first summon history to our aid. When 
Caius Julius Caesar landed in Egypt, he found the 
young Queen Cleopatra ( who was soon to become 
so important to him ) married to her still younger 
brother Ptolemy. In an Egyptian dynasty there was 
nothing peculiar in this; the Ptolemies, who were of 

Greek origin, had merely carried on the custom 
which had been practised by their predecessors, 
the ancient Pharaohs, for a few thousand years. 
This, however, was merely brother-and-sister in-
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cest, which even at the present time is not judged 
so harshly. So let us turn to our chief witness in mat

ters concerning primeval times-mythology. It in
forms us that the myths of every people, and not 

only of the Greeks, are filled with examples of love
affairs between fathers and daughters and even 
between mothers and sons. Cosmology, no less than 
the genealogy of royal races, is founded upon in
cest. For what purpose do you suppose these leg

ends were created? To brand gods and kings as 
criminals? to fasten on them the abhorrence of the 
human race? Rather, surely, because incestuous 
wishes are a primordial human heritage and have 

never been fully overcome, so that their fulfilment 
was still granted to gods and their descendants 
when the majority of common humans were already 

obliged to renounce them. It is in complete har

mony with these lessons of history and mythology 
that we find incestuous wishes still present and 
operative in the childhood of the individual. 

'I might take it amiss that you tried to keep back 
all this about infantile sexuality from me. It seems 
to me most interesting, particularly on account of 
its connexion with human pre-history.' 

I was afraid it might take us too far from our 
purpose. But perhaps after all it will be of use. 

'Now tell me, though, what certainty can you 
offer for your analytic findings on the sexual life of 
children? Is your conviction based solely on points 
of agreement with mythology and history?' 

Oh, by no means. It is based on direct observa
tion. What happened was this. We had begun by 
inferring the content of sexual childhood from the 
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analysis of adults-that is to say, some twenty or 

forty years later. Afterwards, we undertook analy
sis on children themselves, and it was no small tri
umph when we were thus able to confirm in them 
everything that we had been able to divine, in 
spite of the amount to which it had been overlaid 
and distorted in the interval. 

What? You have had small children in analysis? 
children of less than six years? Can that be done? 
And is it not most risky for the children?' 

It can be done very well. It is hardly to be be
lieved what goes on in a child of four or five years 
old. Children are very active-minded at that age; 
their early sexual period is also a period of intellec
tual flowering. I have an impression that with the 

onset of the latency period they become mentally 
inhibited as well, stupider. From that time on, too, 

many children lose their physical charm. And, as 
regards the damage done by early analysis, I may 

inform you that the first child on whom the experi
ment was ventured, nearly twenty years ago, has 
since then grown into a healthy and capable young 
man, who has passed through his puberty irre
proachably, in spite of some severe psychical trau
mas. It may be hoped that things will tum out no 
worse for the other 'victims' of early analysis. Much 
that is of interest attaches to these child analyses; 
it is possible that in the future they will become 
still more important. From the point of view of 
theory, their value is beyond question. They give 
unambiguous information on problems which re
main unsolved in the analyses of adults; and they 
thus protect the analyst from errors that might have 
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momentous consequences for him. One surprises 
the factors that lead to the formation of a neurosis 
while they are actually at work and one cannot then 
mistake them. In the child's interest, it is true, ana
lytic influence must be combined with educational 
measures. The technique has still to receive its 
shaping. But practical interest is aroused by the ob
servation that a very large number of our children 
pass through a plainly neurotic phase in the course 
of their development. Since we have learnt how to 
look more sharply, we are tempted to say that neu
rosis in children is not the exception but the rule, 
as though it could scarcely be avoided on the path 
from the innate disposition of infancy to civilized 
society. In most cases this neurotic phase in child
hood is overcome spontaneously. But may it not 
also regularly leave its traces in the average healthy 
adult? On the other hand in those who are neurotics 
in later life we never fail to find links with the ill
ness in childhood, though at the time it need not 
have been very noticeable. In a precisely analogous 
way physicians today, I believe, hold the view that 
each one of us has gone through an attack of tuber
culosis in his childhood. It is true that in the case of 
the neurosis the factor of immunization does not 
operate, but only the factor of predisposition. 

Let me return to your question about certainty. 
We have become quite generally convinced from 
the direct analytic examination of children that we 
were right in our interpretation of what adults told 
us about their childhood. In a number of cases, 
however, another sort of confirmation has become 
possible. The material of the analysis of some pa-
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tients has enabled us to reconstruct certain external 
happenings, certain impressive events of their 

childhood years, of which they have preserved no 
conscious memory. Lucky accidents, information 

from parents or nurses, have afterwards provided 
irrefutable evidence that these occurrences which 

we had inferred really did take place. This, of 
course, has not happened often, but when it has it 
has made an overwhelming impression. The correct 
reconstruction, you must know, of such forgotten 

experiences of childhood always has a great thera

peutic effect, whether they permit of objective con
firmation or not. These events owe their impor
tance, of course, to their having occurred at such 

an early age, at a time when they could still pro
duce a traumatic effect on the feeble ego. 

'And what sort of events can these be, that have 
to be discovered by analysisr 

Various sorts. In the first place, impressions ca
pable of permanently influencing the child's bud

ding sexual life-such as observations of sexual ac
tivities between adults, or sexual experiences of 
his own with an adult or another child ( no rare 
events ) ;  or, again, overhearing conversations, un
derstood either at the time or retrospectively, from 
which the child thought it could draw conclusions 
about mysterious or uncanny matters; or again, re

marks or actions by the child himself which give 
evidence of significant attitudes of affection or en
mity towards other people. It is of special impor
tance in an analysis to induce a memory of the 

patient's own forgotten sexual activity as a child 
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and also of the intervention by the adults which 
brought it to an end. 

'That gives me an opportunity to bring up a ques
tion that I have long wanted to ask. What, then, is 
the nature of this "sexual activity" of children at an 
early age, which, as you say, was overlooked before 
the days of analysis?' 

It is an odd thing that the regular and essential 
part of this sexual activity was not overlooked. Or 
rather, it is by no means odd; for it was impossible 
to overlook it. Children's sexual impulses find their 
main expressions in self-gratification by friction of 
their own genitals, or, more precisely, of the male 
portion of them. The extraordinarily wide distribu
tion of this form of childish 'naughtiness' was al
ways known to adults, and it was regarded as a 

grave sin and severely punished. But please do not 
ask me how people could reconcile these observa
tions of the immoral inclinations of children-for 
children do it, as they themselves say, because it 
gives them pleasure-with the theory of their in
nate purity and non-sensuality. You must get our 
opponents to solve this riddle. We have a more 
important problem before us. What attitude should 
we adopt towards the sexual activity of early child
hood? We know the responsibility we are incurring 
if we suppress it; but we do not venture to let it 
take its course without restriction. Among races at 
a low level of civilization, and among the lower 
strata of civilized races, the sexuality of children 
seems to be given free rein. This probably provides 
a powerful protection against the subsequent de
velopment of neuroses in the individual. But does 
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it not at the same time involve an extraordinary loss 
of the aptitude for cultural achievements? There is 
a good deal to suggest that here we are faced by a 
new Scylla and Charybdis. 

But whether the interests which are stimulated by 
the study of the sexual life of neurotics create an 

atmosphere favourable to the encouragement of 
lasciviousness-that is a question which I venture 
to leave to your own judgement. 



v 

'I believe I understand your purpose. You want to 
show me what kind of knowledge is needed in or
der to practise analysis, so that I may be able to 
judge whether only doctors should have a right to 
do so. Well, so far very little to do with medicine has 
turned up : a great deal of psychology and a little 
biology or sexual science. But perhaps we have not 
got to the end?' 

Decidedly not. There are still gaps to be filled. 
May I make a request? Will you describe how you 
now picture an analytic treatment?-just as though 
you had to undertake one yourself. 

'A fine idea, to be surel No, I have not the least 
intention of settling our controversy by an experi
ment of that sort. But just to oblige, I will do what 
you ask-the responsibility will be yours. Very well. 
I will suppose that the patient comes to me and 
complains of his troubles. I promise him recovery or 
improvement if he will follow my directions. I call 
on him to tell me with perfect candour everything 
that he knows and that occurs to him, and not to be 
deterred from that intention even if some things are 
disagreeable to say. Have I taken in the rule prop
erly?' 

Yes. You should add : 'even if what occurs to him 
seems unimportant or senseless.' 

'I will add that. Thereupon he begins to talk and 
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I listen. And what then? I infer from what he tells 
me the kind of impressions, experiences, and wishes 
which he has repressed because he came across 

them at a time when his ego was still feeble and 
was afraid of them instead of dealing with them. 

When he has learnt this from me, he puts himself 
back in the old situations and with my help he 
manages better. The limitations to which his ego 

was tied then disappear, and he is cured. Is that 
rightr 

Bravo! bravo! I see that once again people will be 

able to accuse me of having made an analyst of 
someone who is not a doctor. You have mastered it 
all admirably. 

·1 have done no more than repeat what I have 

heard from you-as though it was something I had 

learnt by heart. All the same, I cannot form any 
picture of how I should do it, and I am at quite a 

loss to understand why a job like that should take 

an hour a day for so many months. After all, an 
ordinary person has not as a rule experienced such a 

lot, and what was repressed in childhood is prob
ably in every case the same.' 

When one really practises analysis one learns all 

kinds of things besides. For instance : you would not 

find it at all such a simple matter to deduce from 
what the patient tells you the experiences he has 

forgotten and the instinctual impulses he has re

pressed. He says something to you which at first 

means as little to you as it does to him. You will 
have to make up your mind to look at the material 

which he delivers to you in obedience to the rule in 
a quite special way: as though it were ore, perhaps, 
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from which its content of precious metal has to be 
extracted by a particular process. You will be pre
pared, too, to work over many tons of ore which 

may contain but little of the valuable material you 
are in search of. Here we should have a first reason 
for the prolonged character of the treatment. 

'But how does one work over this raw material
to keep to your simile?' 

By assuming that the patient's remarks and as
sociations are only distortions of what you are look
ing for-allusions, as it were, from which you have 
to guess what is hidden behind them. In a word, 
this material, whether it consists of memories, as
sociations, or dreams, has first to be interpreted. 
You will do this, of course, with an eye to the ex
pectations you have formed as you listened, thanks 
to your special knowledge. 

' "Interpret!" A nasty word! I dislike the sound of 
it; it robs me of all certainty. If everything depends 
on my interpretation who can guarantee that I in
terpret right? So after all everything is left to my 
caprice.' 

Just a moment! Things are not quite as bad as 
that. Why do you choose to except your own men
tal processes from the rule of law which you recog
nize in other people's? When you have attained 
some degree of self-discipline and have certain 
knowledge at your disposal, your interpretations 
will be independent of your personal characteristics 
and will hit the mark. I am not saying that the ana
lyst's personality is a matter of indifference for this 
portion of his task. A kind of sharpness of hearing 
for what is unconscious and repressed, which is not 
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possessed equally by everyone, has a part to play. 
And here, above all, we are brought to the analyst's 

obligation to make himself capable, by a deep

going analysis of his own, of the unprejudiced re

ception of the analytic material. Something, it is 
true, still remains over: something comparable to 

the 'personal equation' in astronomical observations. 

This individual factor will always play a larger part 
in psycho-analysis than elsewhere. An abnormal 

person can become an accurate physicist; as an 

analyst he will be hampered by his own abnormal

ity from seeing the pictures of mental life undis

torted. Since it is impossible to demonstrate to any

one his own abnormality, general agreement in 
matters of depth-psychology will be particularly 

hard to reach. Some psychologists, indeed, think it 

is quite impossible and that every fool has an equal 

right to give out his folly as wisdom. I confess that I 

am more of an optimist about this. After all, our 

experiences show that fairly satisfactory agreements 
can be reached even in psychology. Every field of 

research has its particular difficulty which we must 

try to eliminate. And, moreover, even in the inter

pretative art of analysis there is much that can be 

learnt like any other material of study: for instance, 

in connexion with the peculiar method of indirect 

representation through symbols. 
'Well, I no longer have any desire to undertake 

an analytic treatment even in my imagination. "Vho 

can say what other surprises I might meet with?' 
You are quite right to give up the notion. You see 

how much more training and practice would be 
needed. When you have found the right interpre-
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tation, another task lies ahead. You must wait for 
the right moment at which you can communicate 
your interpretation to the patient with some pros
pect of success. 

'How can one always tell the right moment?' 
That is a question of tact, which can become 

more refined with experience. You will be making a 

bad mistake if, in an effort, perhaps, at shortening 
the analysis, you throw your interpretations at the 
patient's head as soon as you have found them. In 
that way you will draw expressions of resistance, 
rejection, and indignation from him; but you will 
not enable his ego to master his repressed material. 
The formula is : to wait till he has come so near to 
the repressed material that he has only a few more 
steps to take under the lead of the interpretation 
you propose. 

'I believe I should never learn to do that. And if 
I carry out these precautions in making my inter
pretation, what next?' 

It will then be your fate to make a discovery for 
which you were not prepared. 

'And what may that be?' 
That you have been deceived in your patient; 

that you cannot count in the slightest on his col
laboration and compliance; that he is ready to place 
every possible difficulty in the way of your common 
work-in a word, that he has no wish whatever to 
be cured. 

'Weill that is the craziest thing you have told me 
yet. And I do not believe it either. The patient who 
is suffering so much, who complains so movingly 
about his troubles, who is making so great a sacrifice 
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for the treatment-you say he has no wish to be 

cured! But of course you do not mean what you 

say.' 

Calm yourself! I do mean it. What I said was the 

truth-not the whole truth, no doubt, but a very 

noteworthy part of it. The patient wants to be cured 

-but he also wants not to be. His ego has lost its 

unity, and for that reason his will has no unity 

either. If that were not so, he would be no neurotic. 

"'Were I sagacious, I should not be Tell!" '1 

The derivatives of what is repressed have broken 

into his ego and established themselves there; and 

the ego has as little control over trends from that 

source as it has over what is actually repressed, and 

as a rule it knows nothing about them. These pa

tients, indeed, are of a peculiar nature and raise 

difficulties with which we are not accustomed to 

reckon. All our social institutions are framed for 

people with a united and normal ego, which one 

can classify as good or bad, which either fulfils its 

function or is altogether eliminated by an overpow

ering influence. Hence the juridical alternative : 

responsible or irresponsible. None of these distinc

tions apply to neurotics. It must be admitted that 
there is difficulty in adapting social demands to 
their psychological condition. This was experienced 

on a large scale during the last war. Were the neu

rotics who evaded service malingerers or not? They 
were both. If they were treated as malingerers and 
if their illness was made highly uncomfortable, they 
recovered; if after being ostensibly restored they 

1 [Schiller, Wilhelm Tell, Act III, Scene 3.] 
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were sent back into service, they I_>romptly took 
flight once more into illness. Nothing could be done 
with them. And the same is true of neurotics in civil 
life. They complain of their illness but exploit it 
with all their strength; and if someone tries to take 
it away from them they defend it like the prover
bial lioness with her young. Yet there would be no 
sense in reproaching them for this contradiction. 

·But would not the best plan be not to give these 
difficult people any treatment at all, but to leave 
them to themselves? I cannot think it is worth while 
to expend such great efforts over each of them as 
you lead me to suppose that you make.' 

I cannot approve of your suggestion. It is un

doubtedly a more proper line to accept the compli
cations of life rather than struggle against them. It 
may be true that not every neurotic whom we treat 
is worth the expenditure of an analysis; but there 
are some very valuable individuals among them as 
well. We must set ourselves the goal of bringing it 
about that as few human beings as possible enter 
civilized life with such a defective mental equip
ment. And for that purpose we must collect much 
experience and learn to understand many things. 
Every analysis can be instructive and bring us a 
yield of new understanding quite apart from the 
personal value of the individual patient. 

·But if a volitional impulse has been formed in 
the patient's ego which wishes to retain the illness, 

it too must have its reasons and motives and be 
able in some ways to justify itself. But it is impos
sible to see why anyone should want to be ill or 
what he can get out of it.' 
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Oh, that is not so hard to understand. Think of 
the war neurotics, who do not have to serve, pre

cisely because they are ill. In civil life illness can 

be used as a screen to gloss over incompetence in 

one's profession or in competition with other peo

ple; while in the family it can serve as a means for 

sacrificing the other members and extorting proofs 

of their love or for imposing one's will upon them. 

All of this lies fairly near the surface; we sum it up 

in the term ·gain from illness'. It is curious, how

ever, that the patient-that is, his ego-nevertheless 

knows nothing of the whole concatenation of these 

motives and the actions which they involve. One 

combats the influence of these trends by compel

ling the ego to take cognizance of them. But there 

are other motives, that lie still deeper, for holding 

on to being ill, which are not so easily dealt with. 

But these cannot be understood without a fresh 

journey into psychological theory. 

•please go on. A little more theory will make no 

odds now.' 

When I described the relation between the ego 

and the id to you, I suppressed an important part 

of the theory of the mental apparatus. For we have 

been obliged to assume that within the ego itself a 

particular agency has become differentiated, which 

we name the super-ego. This super-ego occupies a 

special position between the ego and the id. It be

longs to the ego and shares its high degree of psy

chological organization; but it has a particularly 

inti111ate connexion with the id. It is in fact a pre

cipitate of the first object-cathexes of the id and is 
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the heir to the Oedipus complex after its demise.2 
This super-ego can confront the ego and treat it like 
an object; and it often treats it very harshly. It is 
as important for the ego to remain on good terms 
with the super-ego as with the id. Estrangements 
between the ego and the super-ego are of great 
significance in mental life. You will already have 
guessed that the super-ego is the vehicle of the 
phenomenon that we call conscience. Mental health 
very much depends on the super-ego's being nor
mally developed-that is, on its having become 
sufficiently impersonal. And that is precisely what 
it is not in neurotics, whose Oedipus complex has 
not passed through the correct process of trans
formation. Their super-ego still confronts their ego 
as a strict father confronts a child; and their moral
ity operates in a primitive fashion in that the ego 
gets itself punished by the super-ego. Illness is em

ployed as an instrument for this ·self-punishment', 

and neurotics have to behave as though they were 

governed by a sense of guilt which, in order to be 

satisfied, needs to be punished by illness. 

·That really sounds most mysterious. The strang

est thing about it is that apparently even this 

mighty force of the patient's conscience does not 

reach his consciousness.' 

Yes, we are only beginning to appreciate the sig
nificance of all these important circumstances. That 
is why my description was bound to turn out so 

2 [The charges of energy ( cathexes ) directed from the id 
on to its first external objects ( the parents ) are transformed 
into identifications and the objects are introduced into the 
ego and there take the form of a super-ego.] 
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obscure. But now I can proceed. We describe all 
the forces that oppose the work of recovery as the 
patient's 'resistances'. The gain from illness is one 
such resistance. The 'unconscious sense of guilt' 

represents the super-ego's resistance; it is the most 
powerful factor, and the one most dreaded by us. 

We meet with still other resistances during the treat
ment. If the ego during the early period has set up 
a repression out of fear, then the fear still persists 
and manifests itself as a resistance if the ego ap
proaches the repressed material. And finally, as you 
can imagine, there are likely to be difficulties if an 

instinctual process which has been going along a 
particular path for whole decades is suddenly ex
pected to take a new path that has just been made 
open for it. That might be called the id's resistance. 

The struggle against all these resistances is our main 
work during an analytic treatment; the task of mak
ing interpretations is nothing compared to it. But 
as a result of this struggle and of the overcoming 
of the resistances, the patient's ego is so much al
tered and strengthened that we can look forward 
calmly to his future behaviour when the treatment 
is over. On the other hand, you can understand now 
why we need such long treatments. The length of 
the path of development and the wealth of the ma
terial are not the decisive factors. It is more a ques
tion of whether the path is clear. An army can be 

held up for weeks on a stretch of country which in 
peace time an express crosses in a couple of hours
if the army has to overcome the enemy's resistance 
there. Such battles call for time in mental life too. 
I am unfortunately obliged to tell you that every 
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effort to hasten analytic treabnent appreciably has 
hitherto failed. The best way of shortening it seems 
to be to carry it out according to the rules. 

1f I ever felt any desire to poach on your pre
serves and try my hand at analysing someone else, 
what you tell me about the resistances would have 
cured me of it. But how about the special personal 
influence that you yourself have after all admitted? 
Does not that come into action against the resist
ances?' 

It is a good thing you have asked me about that. 
This personal influence is our most powerful dy
namic weapon. It is the new element which we in
troduce into the situation and by means of which 
we make it fluid. The intellectual content of our ex
planations cannot do it, for the patient, who shares 
all the prejudices of the world around him, need 
believe us as little as our scientific critics do. The 
neurotic sets to work because he has faith in the 
analyst, and he believes him because he acquires a 
special emotional attitude towards the figure of the 
analyst. Children, too, only believe people they 
are attached to. I have already told you [p. 10] 
what use we make of this particularly large 'sug
gestive' influence. Not for suppressing the symp
toms-that distinguishes the analytic method from 
other psychotherapeutic procedures-but as a mo
tive force to induce the patient to overcome his 
resistances. 

'Well, and if that succeeds, does not everything 
then go smoothly?' 

Yes, it ought to. But there turns out to be an un
expected complication. It was perhaps the greatest 
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of the analyst's surprises to find that the emotional 
relation which the patient adopts towards him is of 
a quite peculiar nature. The very first doctor who 
attempted an analysis-it was not myself-came up 
against this phenomenon and did not lmow what to 

make of it. For this emotional relation is, to put it 
plainly, in the nature of falling in love. Strange, is it 
not? Especially when you take into account that the 
analyst does nothing to provoke it but on the con

trary rather keeps at a distance from the patient, 
speaking humanly, and surrounds himself with 
some degree of reserve-when you learn besides 
that this odd love-relationship disregards anything 
else that is really propitious and every variation in 
personal attraction, age, sex, or class. This love is of 
a positively compulsive kind. Not that that char
acteristic need be absent from spontaneous falling 
in love. As you know, the contrary is often the case. 
But in the analytic situation it makes its appear
ance with complete regularity without there being 
any rational explanation for it. One would have 

thought that the patient's relation to the analyst 
called for no more than a certain amount of respect, 
trust, gratitude, and human sympathy. Instead, 
there is this falling in love, which itself gives the 
impression of being a pathological phenomenon. 

'I should have thought all the same that it would 
be favourable for your analytic purposes. If some

one is in love, he is amenable, and he will do any
thing in the world for the sake of the other person.' 

Yes. It is favourable to start with. But when this 
falling in love has grown deeper, its whole nature 
comes to light, much of which is incompatible with 
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the task of analysis. The patient's love is not satis
fied with being obedient; it grows exacting, calls 
for affectionate and sensual satisfactions, it demands 
exclusiveness, it develops jealousy, and it shows 
more and more clearly its reverse side, its readiness 
to become hostile and revengeful if it cannot obtain 
its ends. At the same time, like all falling in love, 
it drives away all other mental material; it extin
guishes interest in the treatment and in recovery
in short, there can be no doubt that it has taken 
the place of the neurosis and that our work has had 
the result of driving out one form of illness with 
another. 

'That does sound hopeless! What can be done 
about it? The analysis would have to be given up. 
But if, as you say, the same thing happens in every 
case, it would be impossible to carry through any 
analyses at all.' 

We will begin by using the situation in order to 
learn something from it. What we learn may then 
perhaps help us to master it. Is it not an extremely 

noteworthy fact that we succeed in transforming 
every neurosis, whatever its content, into a condi
tion of pathological love? 

Our conviction that a portion of erotic life that 
has been abnormally employed lies at the basis of 
neuroses must be unshakeably strengthened by this 
experience. With this discovery we are once more 
on a firm footing and can venture to make this love 
itself the object of analysis. And we can make an
other observation. Analytic love is not manifested 
in every case as clearly and blatantly as I have tried 

to depict it. Why not? We can soon see. In propor-
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tion as the purely sensual and the hostile sides of 
his love try to show themselves the patient's op
position to them is aroused. He struggles against 
them and tries to repress them before our very eyes. 

And now we understand what is happening. The 
patient is repeating in the form of falling in love 
with the analyst mental experiences which he has 

already been through once before; he has trans

ferred on to the analyst mental attitudes that were 
lying ready in him and were intimately connected 
with his neurosis. He is also repeating before our 
eyes his old defensive actions; he would like best to 

repeat in his relation to the analyst all the history of 
that forgotten period of his life. So what he is show
ing us is the kernel of his intimate life history : he 

is reproducing it tangibly, a.s though it were actu

ally happening, instead of remembering it. In this 
way the riddle of the transference-love is solved 

and the analysis can proceed on its way-with the 

help of the new situation which had seemed such a 
menace to it. 

'That is very cunning. And is the patient so easy 
to convince that he is not in love but only obliged 
to stage a revival of an old piecer 

Everything now depends on that. And the whole 
skill in handling the 'transference' is devoted to 

bringing it about. As you see, the requirements of 
analytic technique reach their maximum at this 
point. Here the gravest mistakes can be made or the 
greatest successes be registered. It would be folly 
to attempt to evade the difficulties by suppressing or 

neglecting the transference : whatever else had 
been done in the treabnent, it would not deserve 
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the name of an analysis. To send the patient away 
as soon as the inconveniences of his transference

neurosis make their appearance would be no more 
sensible, and would moreover be cowardly. It would 
be as though one had conjured up spirits and run 
away from them as soon as they appeared. Some
times, it is true, nothing else is possible. There are 
cases in which one cannot master the unleashed 
transference and the analysis has to be broken off; 
but one must at least have struggled with the evil 
spirits to the best of one's strength. To yield to the 
demands of the transference, to fulfil the patient's 
wishes for affectionate and sensual satisfaction, is 
not only justly forbidden by moral considerations 
but is also completely ineffective as a technical 
method for attaining the purpose of the analysis. A 
neurotic cannot be cured by being enabled to re
produce uncorrected an unconscious stereotype 
plate that is ready to hand in him. If one engages 
in compromises with him by offering him partial 
satisfactions in exchange for his further collabora
tion in the analysis, one must beware of falling into 
the ridiculous situation of the cleric who was sup
posed to convert a sick insurance agent. The sick 
man remained unconverted but the cleric took his 
leave insured. The only possible way out of the 
transference situation is to trace it back to the pa
tient's past, as he really experienced it or as he pic
tured it through the wish-fulfilling activity of his 
imagination. And this demands from the analyst 
much skill, patience, calm, and self-abnegation. 

'And where do you suppose the neurotic experi
enced the prototype of his transference-love?' 
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In his childhood : as a rule in his relation with one 

of his parents. You will remember what importance 
we had to attribute to these earliest emotional ties. 
So here the circle closes. 

'Have you finished at last? I am feeling just a little 
bewildered with all I have heard from you. Only tell 
me one thing more: how and where can one learn 
what is necessary for practising analysis?' 

There are at the moment two Institutes at which 
instruction in psycho-analysis is given. The first has 
been founded in Berlin by Dr Max Eitingon, who 
is a member of the Society there. The second is 
maintained by the Vienna Psycho-Analytical Soci
ety at its own expense and at considerable sacrifice. 
The part played by the authorities is at present 
limited to the many difficulties which they put in 
the way of the young undertaking. A third training 

Institute is at this moment being opened in London 
by the Society there, under the direction of Dr 
Ernest Jones. At these Institutes the candidates 

themselves are taken into analysis, receive theoreti
cal instruction by lectures on all the subjects that are 
important for them, and enjoy the supervision of 
older and more experienced analysts when they are 

allowed to make their first trials with comparatively 
slight cases. A period of some two years is calculated 
for this training. Even after this period, of course, 
the candidate is only a beginner and not yet a 

master. What is still needed must be acquired by 
practice and by an exchange of ideas in the psycho
analytical societies in which young and old mem

bers meet together. Preparation for analytic activity 
is by no means so easy and simple. The work is 
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hard, the responsibility great. But anyone who has 
passed through such a course of instruction, who has 
been analysed himself, who has mastered what can 
be taught today of the psychology of the uncon
scious, who is at home in the science of sexual life, 
who has learnt the delicate technique of psycho
analysis, the art of interpretation, of fighting re
sistances, and of handling the transference-anyone 
who has accomplished all this is no longer a layman 
in the field of psycho-analysis. He is capable of un
dertaking the treatment of neurotic disorders, and 
will be able in time to achieve in that field whatever 
can be required from this form of therapy. 



VI 

"You have expended a great deal of effort on show
ing me what psycho-analysis is and what sort of 
knowledge is needed in order to practise it with 
some prospect of success. Very well. Listening to 
you can have done me no harm. But I do not know 

what influence on my judgement you expect your 
explanations to have. I see before me a case which 
has nothing unusual about it. The neuroses are a 
particular kind of illness and analysis is a particu
lar method of treating them-a specialized branch 
of medicine. It is the rule in other cases as well for 

a doctor who has chosen a special branch of medi
cine not to be satisfied with the education that is 
confirmed by his diploma: particularly if he intends 
to set up in a fairly large town, such as can alone 
offer a livelihood to specialists. Anyone who wants 
to be a surgeon tries to work for a few years at a 

surgical clinic, and similarly with oculists, laryn
gologists, and so on-to say nothing of psychiatrists, 
who are perhaps never able to get away from a 
state institution or a sanatorium. And the same will 
happen in the case of psycho-analysts : anyone who 

decides in favour of this new specialized branch of 
medicine will, when his studies are completed, take 
on the two years' training you spoke of in a training 
institute, if it really requires so much time. He will 
realize afterwards, too, that it is to his advantage 
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to keep up his contact with his colleagues in a 
psycho-analytical society, and everything will go 
along swimmingly. I cannot see where there is a 
place in this for the question of lay analysis.' 

A doctor who does what you have promised on 
his behalf will be welcome to all of us. Four-fifths 
of those whom I recognize as my pupils are in any 
case doctors. But allow me to point out to you how 
the relations of doctors to analysis have really de
veloped and how they will probably continue to 
develop. Doctors have no historical claim to the 
sole possession of analysis. On the contrary, until 
recently they have met it with everything possible 
that could damage it, from the shallowest ridicule 
to the gravest calumny. You will justly reply that 

that belongs to the past and need not affect the 
future. I agree, but I fear the future will be differ
ent from what you have foretold. 

Permit me to give the word 'quack' the meaning 
it ought to have instead of the legal one. Accord
ing to the law a quack is anyone who treats pa
tients without possessing a state diploma to prove 
he is a doctor. I should prefer another definition : a 
quack is anyone who undertakes a treatment with
out possessing the knowledge and capacities neces
sary for it. Taking my stand on this definition, I 
venture to assert that-not only in European coun
tries-doctors fonn a preponderating contingent of 
quacks in analysis. They very frequently practise 
analytic treatment without having learnt it and 
without understanding it. 

It is no use your objecting that that is uncon
scientious and that you cannot believe doctors ca-
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pable of it; that after all a doctor knows that a 

medical diploma is not a letter of marque1 and that 

a patient is not an outlaw; and that one must al

ways grant to a doctor that he is acting in good 

faith even if he may perhaps be in error. 

The facts remain; we will hope that they can be 

accounted for as you think. I will try to explain to 

you how it becomes possible for a doctor to act in 

connexion with psycho-analysis in a manner which 

he would carefully avoid in every other field. 

The first consideration is that in his medical 

school a doctor receives a training which is more or 

less the opposite of what he would need as a prepa

ration for psycho-analysis. His attention has been 

directed to objectively ascertainable facts of anat

omy, physics, and chemistry, on the correct appre

ciation and suitable influencing of which the suc

cess of medical treahnent depends. The problem of 

life is brought into his field of vision so far as it has 

hitherto been explained to us by the play of forces 
which can also be observed in inanimate nature. 

His interest is not aroused in the mental side of 

vital phenomena; medicine is not concerned with 

the study of the higher intellectual functions, which 

lies in the sphere of another faculty. Only psychiatry 

is supposed to deal with the disturbances of mental 
functions; but we know in what manner and with 

what aims it does so. It looks for the somatic deter

minants of mental disorders and treats them like 
other causes of illness. 

Psychiatry is right to do so and medical educa-
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tion is clearly excellent. If it is described as one
sided, one must first discover the standpoint from 

which one is making that characteristic into a re

proach. In itself every science is one-sided. It must 

be so, since it restricts itself to particular subjects, 

points of view, and methods. It is a piece of non
sense in which I would take no part to play off one 
science against another. After all, physics does not 

diminish the value of chemistry; it cannot take its 

place but on the other hand cannot be replaced by 

it. Psycho-analysis is certainly quite particularly 

one-sided, as being the science of the mental un

conscious. We must not therefore dispute to the 

medical sciences their right to be one-sided. 
We shall only find the standpoint we are in search 

of if we turn from scientific medicine to practical 
therapeutics. A sick person is a complicated organ

ism. He may remind us that even the mental phe
nomena which are so hard to grasp should not be 
effaced from the picture of life. Neurotics, indeed, 
are an undesired complication, an embarrassment 

as much to therapeutics as to jurisprudence and to 

military service. But they exist and are a particular 
concern of medicine. Medical education, however, 
does nothing, literally nothing, towards their under
standing and treatment. In view of the intimate 
connexion between the things that we distinguish 
as physical and mental, we may look forward to a 

day when paths of knowledge and, let us hope, of 
influence will be opened up, leading from organic 
biology and chemistry to the field of neurotic phe
nomena. That day still seems a distant one, and for 
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the present these illnesses are inaccessible to us 
from the direction of medicine. 

It would be tolerable if medical education merely 
failed to give doctors any orientation in the field 
of the neuroses. But it does more: it gives them a 
false and detrimental attitude. Doctors whose in
terest has not been aroused in the psychical fac
tors of life are all too ready to form a low estimate 

of them and to ridicule them as unscientific. For 
that reason they are unable to take anything really 
seriously which has to do with them and do not 
recognize the obligations which derive from them. 
They therefore fall into the layman's lack of respect 
for psychological research and make their own task 
easy for themselves.-No doubt neurotics have to be 

treated, since they are sick people and come to 

the doctor; and one must always be ready to ex
periment with something new. But why burden 
oneseU with a tedious preparation? We shall man
age all right; who can tell if what they teach in the 
analytic institutes is any good?-The less such doc

tors understand about the matter, the more ven
turesome they become. Only a man who really 
knows is modest, for be knows how insufficient his 
knowledge is. 

The comparison which you brought up to pacify 
me, between specialization in analysis and in other 
branches of medicine, is thus not applicable. For 
surgery, ophthalmology, and so on, the medical 

school itseU offers an opportunity for further educa
tion. The analytic training institutes are few in num
ber, young in years, and without authority. The 
medical schools have not recognized them and take 
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no notice of them. The young doctor, who has had 
to take so much on trust from his teachers that he 

has had little occasion for educating his judgement, 
will gladly seize an occasion for playing the part of 
a critic for once in a field in which there is as yet 
no recognized authority. 

There are other things too that favour his appear
ing as an analytic quack. If he tried to undertake 
eye-operations without sufficient preparation, the 
failure of his cataract extractions and iridectomies 
and the absence of patients would soon bring his 
hazardous enterprise to an end. The practice of 
analysis is comparatively safe for him. The public 
is spoilt by the average successful outcome of eye
operations and expects cure from the surgeon. But 
if a 'nerve-specialist' fails to restore his patients no 
one is surprised. People have not been spoilt by suc
cesses in the therapy of the neuroses; the nerve
specialist has at least 'taken a lot of trouble with 
them'. Indeed, there is not much that can be done; 
nature must help, or time. With women there is 
first menstruation, then marriage, and later on the 
menopause. Finally death is a real help. Moreover, 
what the medical analyst has done with his neurotic 
patient is so inconspicuous that no reproach can 
attach to it. He has made use of no instruments or 
medicines; he has merely conversed with him and 
bied to talk him into or out of something. Surely 
that can do no harm, especially if he avoids touch
ing on distressing or agitating subjects. The medical 
analyst, who has avoided any strict teaching, will, 
no doubt, not have omitted an attempt to improve 
analysis, to pull out its poison fangs and make it 
pleasant for the patient. And it will be wise for him 
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to stop there: for if he really ventures to call up 
resistances and then does not know how to meet 
them, he may in true earnest make himseU unpop
ular. 

Honesty compels me to admit that the activity 
of an untrained analyst does less harm to his pa
tients than that of an unskilled surgeon. The pos
sible damage is limited to the patient having been 

led into useless expenditure and having his chances 
of recovery removed or diminished. Furthermore, 

the reputation of analytic therapy has been low
ered. All this is most undesirable, but it bears no 
comparison with the dangers that threaten from 
the knife of a surgical quack. In my judgement, 
severe or permanent aggravations of a pathological 

condition are not to be feared even with an un

skilled use of analysis. The unwelcome reactions 

cease after a while. Compared with the traumas of 
life which have provoked the illness, a little mis

handling by the doctor is of no account. It is simply 

that the unsuitable attempt at a cure has done the 
patient no good. 

'I have listened to your account of the medical 
quack in analysis without interrupting you, though 
I formed an impression that you are dominated by 
a hostility against the medical profession to the his
torical explanation of which you yourseU have 

pointed the way. But I will grant you one thing: if 
analyses are to be carried out, it should be by peo

ple who have been thoroughly trained for it. And 
do you not think that with time the doctors who 
tum to analysis '"ill do everything to obtain that 
training?' 

I fear not. So long as the attitude of the medical 
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school to the analytic training institute remains un

altered, doctors will find the temptation to make 
things easier for themselves too great. 

'But you seem to be consistently evading any di
rect pronouncement on the question of lay analysis. 
What I guess now is that, because it is impossible to 
keep a check on doctors who want to analyse, you 
are proposing, out of revenge, as it were, to pun
ish them by depriving them of their monopoly in 
analysis and by throwing open this medical activity 
to laymen as well.' 

I cannot say whether you have guessed my mo
tives correctly. Perhaps I shall be able later on to 
put evidence before you of a less partial attitude. 
But I lay stress on the demand that no one should 
practise analysis who has not acquired the right to 
do so by a particular training. Whether such a per
son is a doctor or not seems to me immaterial. 

'Then what definite proposals have you to make?' 
I have not got so far as that yet; and I cannot tell 

whether I shall get there at all. I should like to dis
cuss another question with you, and first of all to 
touch on one special point. It is said that the au
thorities, at the instigation of the medical profes
sion, want to forbid the practice of analysis by lay
men altogether. Such a prohibition would also affect 
the non-medical members of the Psycho-Analytical 
Society, who have enjoyed an excellent training and 
have perfected themselves greatly by practice. H 
the prohibition were enacted, we should find our
selves in a position in which a number of people 
are prevented from carrying out an activity which 
one can safely feel convinced they can perform very 
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well, while the same activity is opened to other peo
ple for whom there is no question of a similar guar
antee. That is not precisely the sort of result to 
which legislation should lead. However, this special 
problem is neither very important nor difficult to 
solve. Only a handful of people are concerned, who 
cannot be seriously damaged. They will probably 
emigrate to Germany where no legislation will pre
vent them from finding recognition for their pro
ficiency. If it is desired to spare them this and to 
mitigate the law's severity, that can easily be done 
on the basis of some well-known precedents. Under 
the Austrian Monarchy it repeatedly happened that 
permission was given to notorious quacks, ad per
sonam [personally] , to carry out medical activities 
in certain fields, because people were convinced of 
their real ability. Those concerned were for the 
most part peasant healers, and their recommenda
tion seems regularly to have been made by one of 
the Archduchesses who were once so numerous; but 
it ought to be possible for it also to be done in the 
case of town-dwellers and on the basis of a diHerent 
and merely expert guarantee. Such a prohibition 
would have more important effects on the Vienna 
analytic training institute, which would thencefor
ward be unable to accept any candidates for train
ing from non-medical circles. Thus once again in our 
country a line of intellectual activity would be sup

pressed which is allowed to develop freely else
where. I am the last person to claim any compe
tence in judging laws and regulations. But this much 
I can see : that to lay emphasis on our quackery 
law does not lead in the direction of the approach 
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to conditions in Germany which is so much aimed 
at today,2 and that the application of that law to 
the case of psycho-analysis has something of an 
anachronism about it, since at the time of its en
actment there was as yet no such thing as analysis 
and the peculiar nature of neurotic illnesses was not 
yet recognized. 

I come now to a question the discussion of which 

seems to me more important. Is the practice of psy
cho-analysis a matter which should in general be 
subject to official interference, or would it be more 
expedient to leave it to follow its natural develop
ment? I shall certainly not come to any decision on 
this point here and now, but I shall take the liberty 
of putting the problem before you for your consid
eration. In our country from of old a positive furor 
prohibendi [passion for prohibitions] has been the 

rule, a tendency to keep people under tutelage, to 
interfere and to forbid, which, as we all know, has 
not borne particularly good fruit. In our new repub
lican Austria, it seems things have not yet changed 
very much. I fancy you will have an important word 
to say in deciding the case of psycho-analysis which 
we are now considering; I do not know whether 
you have the wish or the influence with which 
to oppose these bureaucratic tendencies. At all 
events, I shall not spare you my unauthoritative 
thoughts on the subject. In my opinion a super
abundance of regulations and prohibitions injures 
the authority of the law. It can be observed that 
where only a few prohibitions exist they are care
fully observed, but where one is accompanied 

2 [This of course was in the days of the Weimar repub
lic.] 
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by prohibitions at every step, one feels definitely 
tempted to disregard them. �foreover, it does not 
mean one is quite an anarchist if one is prepared to 

realize that lav.-s and regulations cannot from their 

origin claim to possess the attribute of being sacred 

and untransgressable, that they are often inade

quately framed and offend our sense of justice, or 

v.ill do so after a time, and that, in view of the slug

gishness of the authorities, there is often no other 

means of correcting such inexpedient laws than by 

boldly violating them. Furthermore, if one desires 
to maintain respect for laws and regulations it is 

advisable not to enact any where a watch cannot 

easily be kept on whether they are obeyed or trans

gressed. Much of what I have quoted above on the 

practice of analysis by doctors could be repeated 

here in regard to genuine analysis by laymen which 

the law is seeking to suppress. The course of analy

sis is most inconspicuous, it employs neither medi

cines nor instruments and consists only in talking 

and an exchange of information; it will not be easy 
to prove that a layman is practising ·analysis' if he 

asserts that he is merely giving encouragement and 

explanations and trying to establish a healthy hu

man influence on people who are in search of men
tal assistance. It would surely not be :(X>Ssible to 

forbid that merely because doctors sometimes do 
the same thing. In English-speaking countries the 

practices of Christian Science have become very 

widespread :  a kind of dialectical denial of the evils 
in life, based on an appeal to the doctrines of the 

Christian religion. I do not hesitate to assert that 

that procedure represents a regrettable aberration 
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land would dream of forbidding it and making it 
punishable? Are the authorities so certain of the 

right path to salvation that they venture to prevent 
each man from trying 'to be saved after his own 
fashion'?3 And granted that many people if they are 
left to themselves run into danger and come to grief, 
would not the authorities do better carefully to 
mark the limits of the regions which are to be re
garded as not to be trespassed upon, and for the 
rest, so far as possible, to allow human beings to 
be educated by experience and mutual influence? 

Psycho-analysis is something so new in the world, 
the mass of mankind is so little instructed about it, 
the attitude of official science to it is still so vacil
lating, that it seems to me over-hasty to intervene 
in its development with legislative regulations. Let 

us allow patients themselves to discover that it is 
damaging to them to look for mental assistance to 
people who have not learnt how to give it. H we 
explain this to them and warn them against it, we 
shall have spared ourselves the need to forbid it. 
On the main roads of Italy the pylons that carry 
high-tension cables bear the brief and impressive 
inscription: "Chi tocca, muore [He who touches will 
die] .' This is perfectly calculated to regulate the be
haviour of passers-by to any wires that may be hang
ing down. The corresponding German notices ex
hibit an unnecessary and offensive verbosity: 'Da.s 
Beriihren der Lietungsdriihte ist, weil leberuge
fiihrlich, strengsteru verboten [Touching the trans
mission cables is, since it is dangerous to life, most 

a [The saying 'In my State every man can be saved after 
his own fashion' is attributed to Frederick the Great.] 
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strictly prohibited] :  Why the prohibition? Anyone 
who holds his life dear will make the prohibition 
for himself; and anyone who wants to kill himself 
in that way will not ask for permission. 

'But there are instances that can be quoted as 

legal precedents against allowing lay analysis; I 
mean the prohibition against laymen practising 
hypnotism and the recently enacted prohibition 
against holding spiritualist seances or founding spir
itualist societies.' 

I cannot say that I am an admirer of these meas
ures. The second one is a quite undisguised en
croachment of police supervision to the detriment 
of intellectual freedom. I am beyond suspicion of 
having much belief in what are known as 'occult 

phenomena' or of feeling any desire that they 
should be recognized. But prohibitions like these 
will not stifle people's interest in that supposedly 
mysterious world. They may on the contrary have 

done much harm and have closed the door to an 
impartial curiosity which might have arrived at a 
judgement that would have set us free from these 
harassing possibilities. But once again this only ap
plies to Austria. In other countries 'para-psychical' 

researches are not met by any legal obstacles. The 
case of hypnotism is somewhat different from that 

of analysis. Hypnotism is the evoking of an abnor
mal mental state and is used by laymen today only 
for the purpose of public shows. If hypnotic therapy 

had maintained its very promising beginnings a po
sition would have been arrived at similar to that of 
analysis. And incidentally the history of hypnotism 
provides a precedent for that of analysis in another 
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direction. When I was a young lecturer in neu
ropathology, the doctors inveighed passionately 
against hypnotism, declared that it was a swindle, 
a deception of the Devil' s, and a highly dangerous 
procedure. Today they have monopolized this same 
hypnotism and they make use of it unhesitatingly 
as a method of examination; for some nerve spe
cialists it is still their chief therapeutic instrument. 

But I have already told you that I have no in
tention of making proposals which are based on the 
decision as to whether legal control or letting things 
go is to be preferred in the matter of analysis. I 
lmow this is a question of principle on the reply to 
which the inclinations of persons in authority will 
probably have more influence than arguments. I 
have already set out what seems to me to speak in 
favour of a policy of laissez faire. If the other de
cision is taken-for a policy of active intervention
then it seems to me that in any case a lame and un
just measure of ruthlessly forbidding analysis by 
non-doctors will be an insufficient outcome. More 
will have to be considered in that case: the condi
tions will have to be laid down under which the 
practice of analysis shall be permitted to all those 
who seek to make use of it, an authority will have 
to be set up from whom one can learn what analysis 
is and what sort of preparation is needed for it, and 
the possibilities for instruction in analysis will have 
to be encouraged. We must therefore either leave 
things alone or establish order and clarity; we must 
not rush into a complicated situation with a single 
isolated prohibition derived mechanically from a 
regulation that has become inadequate. 



VII 

"Yes, but the doctors! the doctors! I cannot induce 
you to go into the real subject of our conversations. 

You still keep on evading me. It is a question of 

whether we should not give doctors the exclusive 

right of practising analysis-for all I care, after they 
have fulfilled certain conditions. The majority of 
doctors are certainly not quacks in analysis as you 

have represented them. You say yourself that the 
great majority of your pupils and followers are doc

tors . It has come to my ears that they are far from 
sharing your point of view on the question of lay 

analysis. I may no doubt assume that your pupils 
agree with your demands for sufficient preparation 

and so on; and yet these pupils think it consistent 
to close the practice of analysis to laymen. Is that 
so? and if so, how do you explain it?' 

I see you are well informed. Yes, it is so. Not all, 
it is true, but a good proportion of my medical col
leagues do not agree with me over this, and are in 
favour of doctors having an exclusive right to the 
analytic treatment of neurotics. This will show you 
that differences of opinion are allowed even in our 

camp. The side I take is well-known, and the con
tradiction on the subject of lay analysis does not 
interfere with our good understanding. How can I 

explain the attitude of these pupils of mine to you? 
I do not know for certain; I think it must be the 
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power of professional feeling. The course of their 
development has been different from mine, they 
still feel uncomfortable in their isolation from their 
colleagues, they would like to be accepted by the 
'profession' as having plenary rights, and are pre
pared, in exchange for that tolerance, to make a 
sacrifice at a point whose vital importance is not 
obvious to them. Perhaps it may be otherwise; to 
impute motives of competition to them would be 
not only to accuse them of base sentiments but also 
to attribute a strange shortsightedness to them. 
They are always ready to introduce other doctors 
into analysis, and from a material point of view it 
must be a matter of indifference to them whether 
they have to share the available patients with medi
cal colleagues or with laymen. But something dif
ferent probably plays a part. These pupils of mine 
may be influenced by certain factors which guar
antee a doctor an undoubted advantage over a lay
man in analytic practice. 

'Guarantee him an advantage? There we have it. 
So you are admitting the advantage at last? This 
should settle the question.' 

The admission is not hard for me to make. It may 
show you that I am not so passionately prejudiced 
as you suppose. I have put off mentioning these 
things because their discussion will once again make 
theoretical considerations necessary. 

What are you thinking of now?' 
First there is the question of diagnosis. When one 

takes into analysis a patient suffering from what 
are described as nervous disorders, one wishes be
forehand to be certain-so far, of course, as certainty 
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can be attained-that he is suited for this kind of 

treatment, that one can help him, that is to say, by 

this method. That, however, is only the case if he 

really has a neurosis. 

'I should have thought that would be recogniz

able from the phenomena, the symptoms, of which 

he complains.' 

This is where a fresh complication arises. It can

not always be recognized with complete certainty. 

The patient may exhibit the external picture of a 

neurosis, and yet it may be something else-the be

ginning of an incurable mental disease or the pre

liminary of a destructive process in the brain. The 

distinction-the differential diagnosis-is not always 

easy and cannot be made immediately in every 

phase. The responsibility for such a decision can of 

course only be undertaken by a doctor. As I have 

said, it is not always easy for him. The illness may 

have an innocent appearance for a considerable 

time, till in the end it after all displays its evil char

acter. Indeed, it is one of the regular fears of neu

rotics that they may become insane. However, if 

a doctor has been mistaken for a time over a case 

of this sort or has been in uncertainty about it, no 

harm has been caused and nothing unnecessary has 

been done. Nor indeed would the analytic treat

ment of this case have done any harm, though it 

would have been exposed as an unnecessary waste. 

And moreover there would certainly be enough peo
ple who would blame the analysis for the unfortu

nate outcome. Unjustly, no doubt, but such occa
sions ought to be avoided. 

'But that sounds hopeless. It strikes at the roots of 
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everything you have told me about the nature and 
origin of a neurosis.' 

Not at all. It merely confirms once again the fact 
that neurotics are a nuisance and an embarrassment 
for all concerned-including the analysts. But per
haps I shall clear up your confusion if I state my 
new information in more correct terms. It would 
probably be more correct to say of the cases we are 
now dealing with that they have really developed 
a neurosis, but that it is not psychogenic but somato
genic-that its causes are not mental but physical. 
Do you understand? 

'Oh, yes, I understand. But I cannot bring it into 
harmony with the other side, the psychological 

' 

one. 

That can be managed, though, if one bears in 
mind the complexities of living substance. In what 
did we find the essence of a neurosis? In the fact 

that the ego, the higher organization of the mental 
apparatus ( elevated through the influence of the 
external world ) ,  is not able to fulfil its function of 
mediating between the id and reality, that in its 
feebleness it draws back from some instinctual por
tions of the id and, to make up for this, has to put 
up with the consequences of its renunciation in the 
form of restrictions, symptoms, and unsuccessful re
action-formations. 

A feebleness of the ego of this sort is to be found 
in all of us in childhood; and that is why the experi
ences of the earliest years of childhood are of such 
great importance for later life. Under the extraordi
nary burden of this period of childhood-we have in 
a few years to cover the enormous developmental 
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distance between stone-age primitive men and the 
participants in contemporary civilization, and, at the 
same time and in particular, we have to fend off 
the instinctual impulses of the early sexual period
under this burden, then, our ego takes refuge in re
pression and lays itself open to a childhood neurosis, 
the precipitate of which it carries with it into ma

turity as a disposition to a later nervous illness. 
Everything now depends on how the growing or
ganism is treated by fate. If life becomes too hard, 
if the gulf between instinctual claims and the de
mands of reality becomes too great, the ego may 
fail in its efforts to reconcile the two, and the 
more readily, the more it is inhibited by the dis
position carried over by it from infancy. The process 
of repression is then repeated, the instincts tear 

themselves away from the ego's domination, find 
their substitutive satisfactions along the paths of re
gression, and the poor ego has become helplessly 
neurotic. 

Only let us hold fast to this : the nodal point and 
pivot of the whole situation is the relative strength 
of the ego organization. We shall then find it easy 
to complete our aetiological survey. As what may be 
called the normal causes of neurotic illness we al
ready know the feebleness of the childhood ego, 
the task of dealing with the early sexual impulses, 
and the effects of the more or less chance experi

ences of childhood. Is it not possible, however, that 
yet other factors play a part, derived from the 
time before the beginning of the child's life? For 
instance, an innate strength and unruliness of the 
instinctual life in the id, which from the outset sets 
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the ego tasks too hard for it? Or a special develop

mental feebleness of the ego due to unknown rea

sons? Such factors must of course acquire an aetio
logical importance, in some cases a transcendent 

one. We have invariably to reckon with the instinc

tual strength of the id; if it has developed to excess, 
the prospects of our therapy are poor. We still know 

too little of the causes of a developmental inhibition 

of the ego. These then would be the cases of neuro

sis with an essentially constitutional basis. Without 
some such constitutional, congenital favouring fac

tors a neurosis can, no doubt, scarcely come about. 

But if the relative feebleness of the ego is the de

cisive factor for the genesis of a neurosis, it must 

also be possible for a later physical illness to pro

duce a neurosis, provided that it can bring about an 

enfeeblement of the ego. And that, once again, is 
very frequently found. A physical disorder of this 
kind can affect the instinctual life in the id and 

increase the strength of the instincts beyond the 
limit up to which the ego is capable of coping with 
them. The normal model of such processes is per

haps the alteration in women caused by the dis

turbances of menstruation and the menopause. Or 
again, a general somatic illness, indeed an organic 
disease of the nervous central organ, may attack the 
nutritional conditions of the mental apparatus and 

compel it to reduce its functioning and to bring to a 

halt its more delicate workings, one of which is the 
maintenance of the ego organization. In all these 
cases approximately the same picture of neurosis 
emerges; neurosis always has the same psycho-
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logical mechanism, but, as we see, a most varied 
and often very complex aetiology. 

'You please me better now. You have begun talk
ing like a doctor at last. And now I expect you to 
admit that such a complicated medical affair as a 
neurosis can only be handled by a doctor.' 

I fear you are overshooting the mark. What we 

have been discussing was a piece of pathology, 
what we are concerned with in analysis is a thera
peutic procedure. I allow-no, I insist-that in every 
case which is under consideration for analysis the 
diagnosis shall be established first by a doctor. By 
far the greater number of neuroses which occupy us 

are fortunately of a psychogenic nature and give 
no grounds for pathological suspicions. Once the 
doctor has established this, he can confidently hand 

over the treatment to a lay analyst. In our analytical 
societies matters have always been arranged in that 
way. Thanks to the intimate contact between 
medical and non-medical members, mistakes such 
as might be feared have been as good as completely 

avoided. There is a further contingency, again, in 
which the analyst has to ask the doctor's help. In 
the course of an analytic treatment, symptoms

most often physical symptoms-may appear about 
which one is doubtful whether they should be re
garded as belonging to the neurosis or whether they 
should be related to an independent organic ill
ness that has intervened. The decision on this point 
must once again be left to a doctor. 

'So that even during the course of analysis a lay 
analyst cannot do without a doctor. A fresh argu
ment against their fitness: 
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No. No argument against lay analysts can be 
manufactured out of this possibility, for in such cir
cumstances a medical analyst would not act differ
ently. 

'I do not understand that.' 
There is a technical rule that an analyst, if dubious 

symptoms like this emerge during the treatment, 
shall not submit them to his own judgement but 
shall get them reported upon by a doctor who is not 
connected with analysis-a consultant physician, 
perhaps-even if the analyst himself is a doctor and 
still well-versed in his medical lmowledge. 

'And why should a rule be made that seems to 
me so uncalled-for?' 

It is not uncalled-for; in fact there are several 
reasons for it. In the first place it is not a good plan 
for a combination of organic and psychical treat
ment to be carried out by one and the same person. 
Secondly the relation in the transference may make 
it inadvisable for the analyst to examine the patient 
physically. And thirdly the analyst has every reason 
for doubting whether he is unprejudiced, since his 
interests are directed so intensely to the psychical 
factors. 

'I now understand your attitude to lay analysis 
quite clearly. You are determined that there must 
be lay analysts . And since you cannot dispute their 
inadequacy for their task, you are scraping together 
everything you can to excuse them and make their 
existence easier. But I cannot in the least see why 
there should be lay analysts, who, after all, can only 
be therapists of the second class. I am ready, so far 
as I am concerned, to make an exception in the case 
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of the few laymen who have already been trained 
as analysts; but no fresh ones should be created 
and the training institutes should be put under an 
obligation to take no more laymen into training.' 

I am at one with you, if it can be shown that all 
the interests involved will be served by this re
striction. You will agree that these interests are of 
three sorts : that of the patients, that of the doctors, 
and-last but not least-that of science, which in
deed comprises the interests of all future patients. 
Shall we examine these three points together? 

For the patient, then, it is a matter of indiHerence 
whether the analyst is a doctor or not, provided only 
that the danger of his condition being misunder
stood is excluded by the necessary medical reports 
before the treatment begins and on some possible 
occasions during the course of it. For him it is in
comparably more important that the analyst should 
possess personal qualities that make him trust

worthy, and that he should have acquired the 
knowledge and understanding as well as the expe
rience which alone can make it possible for him to 
fulfill his task. It might be thought that it would 
damage an analyst's authority if the patient knows 
that he is not a doctor and cannot in some situations 

do without a doctor's support. We have, of course, 
never omitted to inform patients of their analyst's 
quali6cation, and we have been able to convince 
ourselves that professional prejudices find no echo 
in them and that they are ready to accept a cure 
from whatever direction it is offered them-which, 
incidentally, the medical profession discovered 
long ago to its deep mortification. Nor are the lay 
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analysts who practise analysis today any chance col

lection of riffraff, but people of academic education, 

doctors of philosophy, educationists, together with 
a few women of great experience in life and out

standing personality. The analysis, to which all the 

candidates in an analytic training institute have to 

submit, is at the same time the best means of form

ing an opinion of their personal aptitude for carry

ing out their exacting occupation. 

Now as to the interest of the doctors. I cannot 

think that it would gain by the incorporation of 

psycho-analysis into medicine. The medical curric

ulum already lasts for five years and the final ex

aminations extend well into a sixth year. Every few 

years fresh demands are made on the student, with

out the fulfilment of which his equipment for the 

future would have to be declared insufficient. Ac

cess to the medical profession is very difficult and 

its practice neither satisfying nor very remunera

tive. If one supports what is certainly a fully justified 

demand that doctors should also be familiar with 
the mental side of illness, and if on that account one 

extends medical education to include some prepara

tion for analysis, that implies a further increase in 

the curriculum and a corresponding prolongation of 

the period of study. I do not lrnow whether the 

doctors will be pleased by this consequence of their 
claim upon analysis. But it can scarcely be escaped. 

And this at a period in which the conditions of ma
terial existence have so greatly deteriorated for the 

classes from which doctors are recruited, a period 
in which the younger generation sees itself com-
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pelled to make itself self-supporting as early in life 
as possible. 

But perhaps you will choose not to burden medi
cal studies with the preparation for analytic prac

tice but think it more expedient for future analysts 
to take up their necessary training only after the 
end of their medical studies. You may say the loss 

of time involved in this is of no practical account, 
since after all a young man of less than thirty will 
never enjoy his patients' confidence, which is a 

sine qua non of giving mental assistance. It might 

no doubt be said in reply that a newly-fledged phy
sician for physical illnesses cannot count upon being 

treated by his patients with very great respect 

either, and that a young analyst might very well 
fill in his time by working in a psycho-analytic out

patient clinic under the supervision of experienced 
practitioners. 

But what seems to me more important is that 
with this proposal of yours you are giving support 
to a waste of energy for which, in these difficult 
times, I can really find no economic justification. 

Analytic training, it is true, cuts across the field of 
medical education, but neither includes the other. 
If-which may sound fantastic today-one had to 

found a college of psycho-analysis, much would 
have to be taught in it which is also taught by the 
medical faculty: alongside of depth-psychology, 

which would always remain the principal subject, 

there would be an introduction to biology, as much 
as possible of the science of sexual life, and famil
iarity with the symptomatology of psychiatry. On 
the other hand, analytic instruction would include 
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branches of lmowledge which are remote from 
medicine and which the doctor does not come 
across in his practice : the . lrl.s..tory of ciyiEz�tion, 
mythology, the psychology of religion and the sci
ence of literature. Unless he is well at home in these 
subjects, an analyst can make nothing of a large 
amount of his material. By way of compensation, 
the great mass of what is taught in medical schools 
is of no use to him for his purposes. A knowledge 
of the anatomy of the tarsal bones, of the constitu
tion of the carbohydrates, of the course of the cra
nial nerves, a grasp of all that medicine has brought 
to light on bacilli as exciting causes of disease and 
the means of combating them, on serum reactions 
and on neoplasms-all this lmowledge, which is un
doubtedly of the highest value in itself, is neverthe
less of no consequence to him; it does not concern 
him; it neither helps him directly to understand a 
neurosis and to cure it nor does it contribute to a 
sharpening of those intellectual capacities on which 
his occupation makes the greatest demands. It can
not be objected that the case is much the same 
when a doctor takes up some other special branch 
of medicine-dentistry, for instance: in that case, 
too, he may not need some of what he has to pass 
examinations in, and he will have to learn much in 
addition, for which his schooling has not prepared 
him. But the two cases cannot be put on a par. In 
dentistry the great principles of pathology-the 
theories of inflammation, suppuration, necrosis, and 
of the metabolism of the bodily organs-still retain 
their importance. But the experience of an analyst 
lies in another world, with other phenomena and 
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other laws. However much philosophy may i gnore 
the gulf between the physical and the mental, it 
still exists for our immediate experience and still 
more for our practical endeavours. 

It is unjust and inexpedient to try to compel a 
person who wants to set someone else free from the 
torment of a phobia or an obsession to take the 
roundabout road of the medical curriculum. Nor 
will such an endeavour have any success, unless it 
results in suppressing analysis entirely. Imagine a 

landscape in which two paths lead to a hilltop with 
a view-one short and straight, the other long, wind
ing, and circuitous. You try to stop up the short path 
by a prohibitory notice, perhaps because it passes 

by some flower-beds that you want to protect. The 
only chance you have of your prohibition being re
spected is if the short path is steep and difficult 
while the longer one leads gently up. If, however, 
that is not so, and the roundabout path is on the 
contrary the harder, you may imagine the value of 
your prohibition and the fate of your flower-beds! 
I fear you will succeed in compelling the laymen to 

study medicine just as little as I shall be able to in
duce doctors to learn analysis. For you know hu
man nature as well as I do. 

'If you are right, that analytic treatment cannot 
be carried out without special training, but that the 
medical curriculum cannot bear the further burden 
of a preparation for it, and that medical knowledge 

is to a great extent unnecessary for an analyst, how 
shall we achieve the ideal physician who shall be 
equal to all the tasks of his calling?' 

I cannot foresee the way out of these difficulties, 
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nor is it my business to point it out. I see only two 
things : first that analysis is an embarrassment to you 
and that the best thing would be for it not to exist
though neurotics, no doubt, are an embarrassment 
too; and secondly, that the interests of everyone 
concerned would for the time being be met if the 
doctors could make up their minds to tolerate a 
class of therapists which would relieve them of the 
tedium of treating the enormously common psy
chogenic neuroses while remaining in constant 
touch with them to the benefit of the patients. 

'Is that your last word on the subject? or have 

you something more to say?' 
Yes indeed. I wanted to bring up a third interest 

-the interest of science. What I have to say about 
that will concern you little; but, by comparison, it is 
of all the more importance to me. 

For we do not consider it at all desirable for 
psycho-analysis to be swallowed up by medicine 
and to find its last resting-place in a text-book of 
psychiatry under the heading 'Methods of Treat
ment', alongside of procedures such as hypnotic 
suggestion, autosuggestion, and persuasion, which, 
born from our ignorance, have to thank the laziness 
and cowardice of mankind for their short-lived ef
fects. It deserves a better fate and it may be hoped, 
will meet with one. As a 'depth-psychology', a 
theory of the mental unconscious, it can become 
indispensable to all the sciences which are con
cerned with the evolution of human civilization and 
its major institutions such as art, religion, and the 
social order. It has already, in my opinion, afforded 
these sciences considerable help in solving their 
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problems. But these are only small contributions 
compared with what might be achieved if historians 
of civilization, psychologists of religion, philologists, 
and so on would agree themselves to handle the 
new instrument of research which is at their service. 
The use of analysis for the treatment of the neuroses 
is only one of its applications; the future will per
haps show that it is not the most important one. In 
any case it would be wrong to sacrifice all the other 
applications to this single one, just because it 
touches on the circle of medical interests. 

For here a further prospect stretches ahead, 
which cannot be encroached upon with impunity. 
If the representatives of the various mental sciences 
are to study psycho-analysis so as to be able to apply 
its methods and angles of approach to their own 
material, it will not be enough for them to stop 
short at the findings which are laid down in analytic 
literature. They must learn to understand analysis 
in the only way that is possible-by themselves 
undergoing an analysis. The neurotics who need 
analysis would thus be joined by a second class of 

persons, who accept analysis from intellectual mo
tives, but who will no doubt also welcome the in
crease in their capacities which they will inciden
tally achieve. To carry out these analyses a number 
of analysts will be needed, for whom any medical 
knowledge will have particularly little importance. 
But these 'teaching analysts' -let us call them-will 
require to have had a particularly careful education. 
If this is not to be stunted, they must be given an 
opportunity of collecting experience from instruc
tive and informative cases; and since healthy people 
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who also lack the motive of curiosity do not present 
themselves for analysis, it is once more only upon 

neurotics that it will be possible for the teaching 
analysts-under careful supervision-to be educated 

for their subsequent non-medical activity. All this, 
however, requires a certain amount of freedom of 
movement, and is not compatible with petty re
strictions. 

Perhaps you do not believe in these purely theo
retical interests of psycho-analysis or cannot allow 
them to aHect the practical question of lay analysis. 

Then let me advise you that psycho-analysis has 
yet another sphere of application, which is outside 
the scope of the quackery law and to which the 
doctors will scarcely lay claim. Its application, I 
mean, to the bringing-up of children. If a child be
gins to show signs of an undesirable development, 
if it grows moody, refractory, and inattentive, the 
paediatrician and even the school doctor can do 
nothing for it, even if the child produces clear neu

rotic symptoms, such as nervousness, loss of appe

tite, vomiting, or insomnia. A treatment that com
bines analytic influence with educational measures, 

carried out by people who are not ashamed to con
cern themselves with the affairs in a child's world, 
and who understand how to find their way into a 
child's mental life, can bring about two things at 
once: the removal of the neurotic symptoms and 
the reversal of the change in character which had 
begun. Our recognition of the importance of these 
inconspicuous neuroses of children as laying down 

the disposition for serious illnesses in later life 
points to these child analyses as an excellent 
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method of prophylaxis. Analysis undeniably still 
has its enemies. I do not know whether they have 
means at their command for stopping the activities 
of these educational analysts or analytic educa

tionalists. I do not think it very likely; but one can 
never feel too secure. 

Moreover, to return to our question of the analytic 
treatment of adult neurotics, even there we have 
not yet exhausted every line of approach. Our civili
zation imposes an almost intolerable pressure on us 

and it calls for a corrective. Is it too fantastic to ex

pect that psycho-analysis in spite of its difficulties 
may be destined to the task of preparing mankind 
for such a corrective? Perhaps once more an Amer

ican may hit on the idea of spending a little money 
to get the 'social workers' of his country trained 

analytically and to tum them into a band of helpers 

for combating the neuroses of civilization. 
'Aha! a new kind of Salvation Annyl' 
Why not? Our imagination always follows pat

terns. The stream of eager learners who will then 

How to Europe will be obliged to pass Vienna by, 
for here the development of analysis may have suc
cumbed to a premature trauma of prohibition. You 

smile? I am not saying this as a bribe for your sup
port. Not in the least. I know you do not believe 
me; nor can I guarantee that it will happen. But one 
thing I do know. It is by no means so important 

what decision you give on the question of lay anal
ysis. It may have a local effect. But the things that 

really matter-the possibilities in psycho-analysis 
for internal development-can never be affected by 
regulations and prohibitions. 





POSTSCRIPT ( 1927) 

The immediate occasion of my writing the small 
volume which was the starting-point of the present 
discussion was a charge of quackery brought against 
a non-medical member of our Society, Dr. Theodor 
Reik, in the Vienna Courts. It is generally known, 

I think, that after all the preliminary proceedings 
had been completed and a number of expert opin

ions had been received, the charge was dropped. I 
do not believe that this was a result of my book. No 

doubt the prosecution's case was too weak, and the 
person who brought the charge as an aggrieved 

party proved an untrustworthy witness. So that the 

quashing of the proceedings against Dr. Reik is 

probably not to be regarded as a considered judge
ment of the Vienna Courts on the general question 
of lay analysis. When I drew the figure of the 'Im

partial Person' who was my interlocutor in my tract, 
I had before my mind one of our high officials. This 
was a man with a friendly attitude and a mind of 
unusual integrity, to whom I had myself talked 
about Reik's case and for whom I had, at his re
quest, written a confidential opinion on the subject. 

I knew I had not succeeded in converting him to 
my views, and that was why I made my dialogue 

with the Impartial Person end without agreement 
too. 

Nor did I expect that I should succeed in bringing 
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about unanimity in the attitude of analysts them
selves towards the problem of lay analysis. Anyone 
who compares the views expressed by the Hungar
ian Society in this discussion with those of the New 
York group will perhaps conclude that my book has 
produced no effect whatever and that everyone 
persists in his former opinion. But I do not believe 
this either. I think that many of my colleagues have 
modified their extreme parti pris and that the ma
jority have accepted my view that the problem 
of lay analysis ought not to be decided along the 
lines of traditional usage but that it arises from a 
novel situation and therefore demands a fresh 
judgement. 

Again, the tum which I gave to the whole dis
cussion seems to have met with approval. My main 
thesis was that the important question is not 
whether an analyst possesses a medical diploma 
but whether he has had the special training neces
sary for the practice of analysis. This served as the 
starting-point for a discussion, which was eagerly 
embarked upon, as to what is the training most suit
able for an analyst. My own view was and still re
mains that it is not the training prescribed by the 
University for future doctors . What is known as 
medical education appears to me to be an arduous 
and circuitous way of approaching the profession of 
analysis. No doubt it offers an analyst much that is 
indispensable to him. But it burdens him with too 
much else of which he can never make use, and 
there is a danger of its diverting his interest and 
his whole mode of thought from the understanding 
of psychical phenomena. A scheme of training for 
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analysts has still to be created. It must include ele

ments from the mental sciences, from psychology, 

the history of civilization and sociology, as well as 

from anatomy, biology and the study of evolution. 

There is so much to be taught in all this that it is 

justifiable to omit from the curriculum anything 

which has no direct bearing on the practice of anal

ysis and only serves indirectly ( like any other 

study )  as a training for the intellect and for the 

powers of observation. It is easy to meet this sug
gestion by objecting that analytic colleges of this 

kind do not exist and that I am merely setting up 
an ideal. An ideal, no doubt. But an ideal which can 

and must be realized. And in our training institutes, 

in spite of all their youthful insufficiencies, that real

ization has already begun. 

It \vill not have escaped my readers that in what 

I have said I have assumed as axiomatic some

thing that is still violently disputed in the discus

sion. I have assumed, that is to say, that psycho
analysis is not a specialized branch of medicine. I 
cannot see how it is possible to dispute this. Psycho

analysis is a part of psychology; not of medical psy

chology in the old sense, not of the psychology of 

morbid processes, but simply of psychology. It is 
certainly not the whole of psychology, but its sub

structure and perhaps even its entire foundation. 

The possibility of its application to medical pur

poses must not lead us astray. Electricity and radi

ology also have their medical application, but the 
science to which they both belong is none the 

less physics. Nor can their situation be affected by 

historical arguments. The whole theory of electricity 
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had its origin in an observation of a nerve-muscle 

preparation; yet no one would dream to-day of re

garding it as a part of physiology. It is argued that 

psycho-analysis was after all discovered by a physi

cian in the course of his efforts to assist his patients. 

But that is clearly neither here nor there. Moreover, 

the historical argument is double-edged. We might 

pursue the story and recall the unfriendliness and 

indeed the animosity with which the medical pro

fession treated analysis from the very first. That 

would seem to imply that it can have no claims over 

analysis to-day. And though I do not accept that 

implication, I still feel some doubts as to whether 

the present wooing of psycho-analysis by the doc

tors is based, from the point of view of the libido 

theory, upon the first or upon the second of Abra

ham's sub-stages1-whether they wish to take pos

session of their object for the purpose of destroying 
or of preserving it. 

I should like to consider the historical argument a 

moment longer. Since it is with me personally that 

we are concerned, I can throw a little light, for any

one who may be interested, on my own motives. 

Mter forty-one years of medical activity, my self
knowledge tells me that I have never really been 
a doctor in the proper sense. I became a doctor 
through being compelled to deviate from my orig
inal purpose; and the triumph of my life lies in my 

1 [Abraham supposed that the oral stage of a child's li
bidinal development included a first, or sucking, sub-stage in 
which it had no hostile feelings towards its object ( the 
breast ) and a second, or biting, sub-stage, in which it de
stroyed its object as it incorporated it.] 
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having, after a long and roundabout journey, found 
my way back to my earliest path. I have no knowl
edge of having had any craving in my early child
hood to help suffering humanity. My innate sadistic 

disposition was not a very strong one, so that I had 
no need to develop this one of its derivatives. Nor 
did I ever play the 'doctor game'; my infantile curi

osity evidently chose other paths. In my youth I 
felt an overpowering need to understand something 

of the riddles of the world in which we live and 

perhaps even to contribute something to their solu
tion. The most hopeful means of achieving this end 
seemed to be to enrol myself in the medical faculty; 
but even after that I experimented-unsuccessfully 

-with zoology and chemistry, till at last, under the 
influence of Briicke,2 who carried more weight with 
me than anyone else in my whole life, I settled 

down to physiology, though in those days it was too 
narrowly restricted to histology. By that time I had 
already passed all my medical examinations; but 
I took no interest in anything to do with medicine 
till the teacher whom I so deeply respected warned 
me that in view of my impoverished material cir
cumstances I could not possibly take up a theoret

ical career. Thus I passed from the histology of 

the nervous system to neuropathology and then, 

prompted by fresh influences, I began to be con

cerned with the neuroses. I scarcely think, however, 
that my lack of a genuine medical temperament 

has done much damage to my patients. For it is not 

2 [Ernst Wilhelm von Briicke ( 18 1g-g2), head of the 
Vienna Institute of Physiology, in which Freud began his 
scientific career.] 
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greatly to the advantage of patients if their doctor's 
therapeutic interest has too marked an emotional 
emphasis. They are best helped if he carries out his 
task coolly and keeping as close as possible to the 
rules. 

No doubt what I have just said throws little light 
on the problem of lay analysis; but it was only in
tended to exhibit my personal credentials as being 
myself a supporter of the inherent value of psycho
analysis and of its independence of its application 
to medicine. But it will be objected at this point 
that whether psycho-analysis, regarded as a science, 
is a subdivision of medicine or of psychology is a 
purely academic question and of no practical in
terest. The real point at issue, it will be said, is a 
different one, namely the application of analysis to 
the treatment of patients; in so far as it claims to 
do this it must be content, the argument will run, 
to be accepted as a specialized branch of medicine, 
like radiology, for instance, and to submit to the 
rules laid down for all therapeutic methods. I recog
nize that that is so; I admit it. I only want to feel 
assured that the therapy will not destroy the sci
ence. Unluckily analogies never carry one more 
than a certain distance; a point is soon reached at 
which the subjects of the comparison take diver
gent paths. The case of analysis differs from that of 
radiology. A physicist does not require to have a 
patient in order to study the laws that govern X
rays. But the only subject-matter of psycho-anal
ysis is the mental processes of human beings and it 
is only in human beings that it can be studied. For 
reasons which can easily be understood, neurotic 
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human beings offer far more instructive and acces
sible material than normal ones, and to withhold 
that material from anyone who wishes to study and 
apply analysis is to dock him of a good half of his 
training possibilities. I have, of course, no intention 
of asking that the interests of neurotic patients 
should be sacri.Sced to those of instruction and sci
entific research. The aim of my small volume on the 
question of lay analysis was precisely to show that, 
if certain precautions are observed, the two interests 
can quite easily be brought into hannony and that 
the interests of medicine, as rightly understood, will 
not be the last to profit by such a solution. 

I myself brought forward all the necessary pre
cautions and I can safely say that the discussion 
added nothing on this point. But I should like to re
mark that the emphasis was often placed in a man
ner which did not do justice to the facts. What was 
said about the difficulties of differential diagnosis 
and the uncertainty in many cases in deciding 
about somatic symptoms-situations, that is, in 

which medical knowledge and medical interven
tion are necessary-this is all of it perfectly true. 
Nevertheless, the number of cases in which doubts 
of this kind never arise at all and in which a doctor 
is not required is surely incomparably greater. These 
cases may be quite uninteresting scientifically, but 
they play an important enough part in life to justify 
the activity of lay analysts, who are perfectly com
petent to deal with them. Some time ago I analysed 
a colleague who gave evidence of a particularly 
strong dislike of the idea of anyone being allowed 
to engage in a medical activity who was not himself 
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a medical man. I was in a position to say to him: 
We have now been working for more than three 
months. At what point in our analysis have I had 

occasion to make use of my medical knowledge?' 

He admitted that I had had no such occasion. 
Again, I attach no great importance to the argu

ment that a lay analyst, because he must be pre
pared to consult a doctor, will have no authority in 

the eyes of his patients and will be treated with no 

more respect than such people as bone-setters or 

masseurs. Once again, the analogy is an imperfect 

one-quite apart from the fact that what governs 
patients in their recognition of authority is usually 

their emotional transference and that the possession 
of a medical diploma does not impress them nearly 

so much as doctors believe. A professional lay an

alyst will have no difficulty in winning as much 

respect as is due to a secular pastoral worker. In

deed, the words, ·secular pastoral worker', might 
well serve as a general formula for describing the 

function which the analyst, whether he is a doctor 
or a layman, has to perform in his relation to the 

public. Our friends among the Protestant clergy, 
and more recently among the Catholic clergy as 

well, are often able to relieve their parishioners of 
the inhibitions of their daily life by confirming 

their faith-after having first offered them a little 

analytic information about the nature of their con
flicts. Our opponents, the Adlerian ·Individual Psy

chologists', endeavour to produce a similar result in 
people who have become unstable and inefficient by 
arousing their interest in the social community

after having :first thrown some light upon a single 
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corner of their mental life and shown them the part 
played in their illness by their egoistic and distrust
ful impulses. Both of these procedures, which derive 

their power from being based on analysis, have 
their place in psychotherapy. We who are analysts 
set before us as our aim the most complete and pro
foundest possible analysis of whoever may be our 
patient. We do not seek to bring him relief by re
ceiving him into the Catholic, Protestant or social
ist community. We seek rather to enrich him from 
his own internal sources, by putting at the disposal 
of his ego those energies which, owing to repression, 

are inaccessibly confined in his unconscious, as well 
as those which his ego is obliged to squander in the 

fruitless task of maintaining these repressions. Such 
activity as this is pastoral work in the best sense of 

the words. Have we set ourselves too high an aim? 
Are the majority of our patients worth the pains that 
this work requires of us? Would it not be more 
economical to prop up their weaknesses from with
out rather than to rebuild them from within? I can
not say; but there is something else that I do know. 
In psycho-analysis there has existed from the very 
first an inseparable bond between cure and re
search. Knowledge brought therapeutic success. It 
was impossible to treat a patient without learning 
something new; it was impossible to gain fresh in
sight without perceiving its beneficent results . Our 
analytic procedure is the only one in which this 
precious conjunction is assured. It is only by carry

ing on our analytic pastoral work that we can 
deepen our dawning comprehension of the human 

mind. This prospect of scientific gain has been the 
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proudest and happiest feature of analytic work. 
Are we to sacrifice it for the sake of any considera
tions of a practical sort? 

Some remarks that have been made in the course 
of this discussion have led me to suspect that, in 

spite of everything, my book on lay analysis has 
been misunderstood in one respect. The doctors 
have been defended against me, as though I had 
declared that they were in general incompetent to 
practise analysis and as though I had given it out 
as a pass-word that medical reinforcements were 
to be rejected. That was far from my intention. The 
idea probably arose from my having been led to 
declare in the course of my observations ( which 
had a controversial end in view ) that untrained 
medical analysts were even more dangerous than 
laymen. I might make my true opinion on this ques

tion clear by echoing a cynical remark about 
women that once appeared in Simplicissimus. One 
man was complaining to another about the weak
nesses and troublesome nature of the fair sex. 'All 
the same', replied his companion, 'women are the 

best thing we have of the kind.' I am bound to 
admit that, so long as schools such as we desire for 

the training of analysts are not yet in existence, peo
ple who have had a preliminary education in medi
cine are the best material for future analysts. We 
have a right to demand, however, that they should 

not mistake their preliminary education for a com
plete training, that they should overcome the one
sidedness that is fostered by instruction in medical 
schools and that they should resist the temptation 

to flirt with endocrinology and the autonomic nerv-
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ous system, when what is needed is an apprehension 
of psychological facts with the help of a framework 
of psychological concepts. I also share the view 
that all those problems which relate to the connec
tion between psychical phenomena and their or
ganic, anatomical and chemical foundations can be 
approached only by those who have studied both, 
that is, by medical analysts. It should not be for
gotten, however, that this is not the whole of psycho
analysis, and that for its other aspect we can never 
do without the co-operation of people who have 

had a preliminary education in the mental sciences. 
For practical reasons we have been in the habit

and this is true, incidentally, of our publications as 
well-of distinguishing between medical and ap

plied analysis. But that is not a logical distinction. 
The true line of division is between scientific anal
ysis and its applications alike in medical and in non
medical fields. 

In these discussions the bluntest rejection of lay 
analysis has been expressed by our American col
leagues. A few words to them in reply will, I think, 
not be out of place. I can scarcely be accused of 
making a misuse of analysis for controversial pur
poses if I express an opinion that their resistance is 
derived wholly from practical factors. They see 
how in their own country lay analysts put analysis 
to all kinds of mischievous and illegitimate pur
poses and in consequence cause injury both to their 
patients and to the good name of analysis. It is 
therefore not to be wondered at if in their indig
nation they give the widest possible berth to such 

unscrupulous mischief-makers and try to prevent 
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any layman from having a share in analysis. But 
these facts are already enough to diminish the 
significance of the American position; for the ques
tion of lay analysis must not be decided on practical 
considerations alone, and local conditions in Amer
ica cannot be the sole determining influence on our 
views. 

The resolution passed by our American colleagues 
against lay analysts, based as it essentially is upon 
practical reasons, appears to me nevertheless to be 
unpractical; for it cannot affect any of the factors 
which govern the situation. It is more or less equiv
alent to an attempt at repression. If it is impossible 
to prevent the lay analysts from pursuing their ac
tivities and if the public does not support the cam
paign against them, would it not be more expedient 
to recognize the fact of their existence by offering 
them opportunities for training? Might it not be 
possible in this way to gain some influence over 
them? And, if they were offered as an inducement 
the possibility of receiving the approval of the med
ical profession and of being invited to co-operate, 
might they not have some interest in raising their 
own ethical and intellectual level? 

Vienna, June 1927. 
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